Vict oria's secret revealed in Foss. See page 6,

Student concern halts reduction in off-campus rebate

to students living off-campus based
BY RENEE LAJE UN ESSE
on how much he and Yasinski deemed
News Editor
necessary to live in Waterville. Currently students living off-campus pay
While gathering at its annual win- only the tuition portion of bills, savter meeting in Boston over the week- ing approximately $3000 per semesend of January 16-17, the Colby Board ter, according to the College Cataof Trustees approved the initial step logue. Cotter said he was concerned
in the "economic disincentive to live about the accounts he had heard about
off-campus" addition to next year's the money students were saving by
proposed bud get developed by living off-campus.
President William Cotter and Ad"One of the concerns we have [is]
ministra tive Vice President Arnold the huge increase in the number of
Yasinski.
students who want to live off-camThe Board approved a proposal pus/' said Cotter at the Presidents'
to charge students a single compre- Council meeting. "We're [presently]
hensive annual fee for tuition and bribingstudents to liveoff-campus."
discontinue the separa te tuition ,
Cotter also compared Colby 's reroom and board charges which Cot- fund for off-campus residence to
ter called "artificial distinctions similar colleges,like Middlebury and
which no longer reflect the current Bates, and found that their reimexpenses." However, the Board did bursements werebetween $3200 and
not vote on the accompanying pro- $3900, much less than Colby 's apposal to reduce the amount of refund proximate $5700.
given to students allowed to live off
No matter what his defenses,
campus, due to the unexpected rec- Cotter's introduction of the disinommendation by Cotter to withdraw centive plan caused an uproar at the
this hotly contested proposal.
Presidents' Council meeting. Aside
This additional proposal to the from questioning the validity of this
comprehensive fee plan had faced a change, students expressed concern
heated debate at the December 11 about the absence of student input
Presidents' Council meeting, where and the timeliness of the proposal.
Cotter had defended his plan of redis- Off-campus representative to Presitributing room and board payments dents' Council Brett Chardavoyne

not full y thought out and needed
further investigating.
"I reall y felt that it was being
pushed through when there were
unanswered questions," said Stu-A
Presiden t Joshua Woodfork '97.
Even Cotter later acknowled ged
that the added proposal to reduce
the off-campus refund was "too
rushed."
~
Student concerns fueled the fire
ifat^w_»*^^
i^-aH«am _-_m-i_gsmra
;
for the withdrawal of the added proposal. The uproar made at the DeThey need to give
cember 11 Presidents' Council meetsometh ing t angible
ing was echoed by Stu-A representabefore they take
tives at the Board meetings in Boston
prior to Cotter's recommended withsomething away.
Make dorm life better drawal. •
When asked about the proposals
and mak e peop le
withdrawal,Woodfork commented,
"I see this as a major coup f or the
want to live on
studen t voice being listened to
campus.
throueh the Presidents' Council and
- Stu-A President
the students of the Board... This is an
Joshua Woodf ork
example of our bein g listen ed t o and
w® w$ showing that we definitely do have
power." Cotter agreed , saying, "It
the last officially scheduled Presi- really was because of student condents' Council meeting of the semes- cern.
ter (December 4), as the December 11
Upon Cotter's recommendation
meeting which centered around the to withdraw the proposal at the
issue was an unscheduled one.
Trustee meeting in Boston, the Board
The overall student concern agreed to hold to the current refund
seemed to be that the proposal was of $5700until thefallof 1999. A group,

'97 noted the lack of off-campus student input involved in the decision
making and challenged the quoted
$150 that Yasinski had listed as a
"reasonable" amount for a student
to spend on rent in Waterville. Student Association (Stu-A) leaders expressed discontent that they were
not informed of the issue until after

probably the Financial Priorities
Committee, will soon begin looking
into the matter to come up with more
accurate costs of off-campus living
in Waterville. According to Cotter,
he is looking in the range of a $3500
to $4000 refund .
Cotter said he joined Woodfork
in ur ging tha t any rebate change be
m ore coincid ent wit h re sidenc e h a ll
renovations and additions. The $16
million dormitory improvement plan
will b e ne a r finished b _v/ th e fa ll of
1999, the proposed time for a possible
refund
change.
"Thev need to save something tangible before they take something
away. Make dorm life better and
make people want to live on campus ," said Woodfork .
Discussions will continue about
the possibility of further expanding
the residence facilities in support of a
move to a more residential campus. A
committee on residential li f e is examining the possibility of an additional
dorm, with apartment-style rooms,
and will reach a decision by May.
On a positive note,Woodforksaid
that the decision made at the Trustee
meeting is "an example of the students, Trustees and administration
working together to come to an appropriate compromise."?
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Stran gers in a stran ge land Disciplinary action
BY LIMI PERRY AND
ERIC SANDLER

the dead of winter and you don't friendly environment. Overall, our
have a car to go skiing, and there are newest students mentioned the
Contributing Writer and
all these new people. It makes life friendly dorm atmosphere as a posiFeatures Editor
tive aspect of being here.
more exciting."
Similarl y, reactions to arriving
From Cuernavaca, London or
As second semest er b egins, we Dijon, they made their way to for Jan Plan instead of in August
look at a slightly less bewildered, Waterville, Maine, to enrich May- were generally positive. Winter
and slightly wiser garden variety flower Hill. The good news is they COOT was praised because it p roof new freshmen. Jan Plan left us seem to be happy here.
vided both a chance to meet and
Colby veterans with an exciting
"Everyone was very welcoming bond with the other Feb Fresh. Ben
rush as we were int r oduced t o th e and nice. I was immediately thrust Urmston '00 noted that it provided
56 new members of the Class of '00 into a friendly environment," time to become adjusted to the camwho spent last semester in foreign mused newcomer Kelley Moore '00. pus without all the stress. With his
lands. Nikki Grasso '00 put it best One of the most frequen t comments faith in God firmly established , Ian
wh en she expressed, "You get to made about Colby is its welcoming, Smith '00 stated that faith alone
comforted him during his first few
weeks and that aspect of his adjustment wasn't semester dependent.
Of course,it wasn't all snowmen
and slacking, there were some letdowns upon arrival. Liz Hart '00
spoke of Mexico's, shall we say,
more libera l drinking laws. Thinking back on her time in Dijon, Liz
Yates '00 remembered. Paris' beautifu l architecture and different atmosphere. Moore reflected on the
significance of her experience:
"How many [people] can say, 'I
lived in London for three months
when I was 18 years old?'"
Jan Plan proved to be an exciting time as the Class of 2000 was
finally united. They came from fara way places wit h pretty pi ctures
and funny atones. But who are they
Photo courtesy of Nathan Krauss really? The entire campus is ready
Celebrating a birthda¦ y under the p alm fronds in
to find ou t.Q
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t aken against several
student s over Jan Plan

team had taken part in influencing
BY KATIE QUACKENBUSH the four students to steal the decoStaff Writer
ra tions. In light of the new evidence,
Kassman reduced the sanction preThis past January, several situa- viously issued to the students to
tions involving Colby students oc- include only a January term suscurred which required serious dis- pension, public service and permaciplinary actions. Many of these ad- nent disciplinary probation. Stuministrative actions seem to reflect dents also sent Kassman and other
senior staff members a number of
continuing problems at Colby.
In December, four freshmen letters and petitions in support of
were charged with stealing holiday the students.
Then in January, one of the four
decorations from Kim 's Wrecker
Service nnd an Agway store, both football players who had been suslocated in Winslow, according to pended illegally returned to camLieutenant Richard Grindall of the pus with a friend, When asked
Winslow Police Department. The whether the rumor about the friend
fou r were consequentl y suspended defecating in a female room in the
for both the January term and sec- Heights, Kassman could onl y say
ond semester by Dean of Students he was involved in an irresponsible
Janice Kassman. Kassman 's decision but undisclosed incident in another
was made when she was "faced with Colby student' s room. Due to this
an acknowledgment of guilt by the incident the student has been susfour students, and without any ac- pended for second semester.
tual evidence that they were someIn addition to this suspension , a
how less guilty because they were Deans' hearing was held in Januvictims of upper-class pressure,"ac- ary to determine a disci plinary
cording to a letter addressed to the course of action for an unnamed
Colby community from college male junior. According to Kassman
President William Cotter on Decem- the student was disciplined for inappropriate behavior to staff perber 19, 1996.
On the morning of December 14, sons and for violation of a chem1996, some forty members of the free contract. Due to considerations
Colby football team and their coach, for confidentiality, Kassman would
Tom Austin, met with Dean Janice not disclose additional information
Knssman to acknowledge that the Sec DISMISSALS on p age 9
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BY ERIN M. DUGGAN
Editor-in-Chief

Colby to celebrate Black
History Month

Colby's Black History Month program this year, "TheSouls of Black
Men: Crises, Challenges and Commitments," will examine the problems that black men face in contemporary society. The program of
events began last evening with two film showings followed by a panel
discussion with Maine corporate executives, state legislators, college
faculty and political activists. Today's Spotlight Lecture will feature
Robert Franklin,author and president-elect of the Interdenominational
Theological Center,who will deliver a lecture titled, "The Souls of Black
Men: A Contemporary Crisis." Author Daniel Wideman will read from
his forthcoming book, The Door of No Return: A J ourney Through the
Legacy of African Slave Forts , on Sunday, February 16, at 7 p.m. in the
Pugh Center. The February 20 Spotlight Lecture will feature Guy
Ramsey, author of Race Music: Postwar Black Musical Style from Bebop to
Hip -Hop. The musical play "Our Young Black Men are Dying and
Nobody Seems to Care," by James Chapman, will be performed on
February 21 at 7 p.m. in the Page Commons Room by Chapman's threemember company. Actor, artist and former NFL All-Pro wide receiver
Bernie Casey will be at Colby on February 23 to speak in the Pugh
Center on "The Souls of Black Men: Speaking Through Art."Numerous
other events will be occurring throughout February in recognition of
Black History month at Colby including discussions on race in Hollywood jazz films and the voices of black gay men. All events are open to
the public, and admission is free. (RL)

Wellness Program Spotlights
Eating Disorders

Today at 7:30pm, Alicia Quintano, actress and storyteller, will
perform in Lorimer Chapel. Quintano's program "Love is Hell and
other stories", part of the wellness series, will focus on body image,
eating disorders and self-esteem. Quintano, who is recovering from a
history of eating clisorders, performs humorous a,nd thought-provoking monologues which probe issues of power, control and identity.
This program is open to the public, and is free of charge. (AM)

Faculty to vote on extended
Spa hours for alcohol

The issue of extending the Spa's hours for serving alcohol was
scheduled to go before the faculty meeting yesterday at 4:30 p.m. The
Presidents' Council passed a motion on October 23 recommending that
the Spa begin serving alcohol at noon, instead of the current 4 p.m.
starting time. In November, the Senior Administrative Staff , which
consists of President William Cotter and his seven main cabinet members, vetoed the proposal of extending hours. At the December 4
Presidents' Council meeting, Dean of Students Janice Kassman informed the Council that the prevailingbieiief among the Senior Administrative Staff was that the faculty was not in favor of having alcohol
served in the Spa during times when many classes are still in session.
However, the faculty never turned the proposal down. Student Association (Stu-A) President Joshua Woodfork '97 was scheduled to present
the issue at the regularly scheduled monthly faculty meeting last night.
The faculty was informed of the issue at their last meeting in December
and were expected to vote on the issue last night. (RL)
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While the number ofJWnis
on campus may make it
look like there is an
infi n ite s u pp ly of pulp,
there is n 't ... - . « '.' . ,\ . ** . '

The audit of Students Organized
for Black and Hispanic Unity
(SOBHU), requested by the Club
Allocation Committee (CAC) at the
end of first semester, seems to have
raised more questions than it has
put to rest.
SOBHU handled the audit internally,according to executive officer
David Javier '97. The club came to
an agreement with James Harris '98
and William Estrada '98, whose excessive "club" purchases were
brought into question after the
group realized their funds for the
year (which Student Association
(Stu-A) Treasurer Tony Moulton
reported to be about double that of
any other club, excluding WMHB)
had been almost depleted by the
end of first semester.
The resolution reached by mem
hers of SOBHU and the Club Alio

cation Committee was comprised
of eight motions made by executives and voted upon by members
of the club. Motions that passed included:
• An attempt to gain monetary
compensation for objects in question. Items not fully reimbursed will
be donated to charity, and people
responsible for their purchases will
be held financially responsible for
the reimbursement to SOBHU.
• Money allocated by SOBHU
for Harris to attend a conference in
Cincinnati if it cannot be retrieved,
should be given to another member
to attend, replacing Harris. Dean of
Multi-Cultural Affairs JeriRoseboro
said she used $500 from her discretionary fund to allow Harris to attend after SOBHU passed this motion.
• A stipulation should be added
to the SOBHU Constitution on how
the budget should be processed .
Treasurer should inform the members of Budget situation on a bi-

weekly basis, or at every official
meeting. An itemized list should be
presented monthly of every expense.
• Every expense affecting
SOBHU's budget should attain two
signatures in all forms.
•Both the Treasurer (Harris) and
the Liaison (Estrada) resigned from
their positions.
The issue now facing SOBHU
and Stu-A is what type of disciplinary action will be taken against Harris and Estrada (who is not abroad
this semester). Moulton addressed
Presidents' Council last night with
the results of the audit,which found
that the two did, in fact, use approximately $600 of SOBHU funds
for personal purchases. Moulton
also said earlier that the first installment of the funds owed to SOBHU
by the two was due on the first of
this month. At press time,no course
of disciplinary action had been decided upon and Moulton reported
no repayment of funds.Q

Free cable to come to campus
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
& AMY MONTEMERLO
News Editor & Asst. News
Editor

Colby studentscanlookforward
to free cable television in the fall of
1997. Student Association (Stu-A)
Vice-President Graham Nelson '98
spearheaded the issue with Administrative Vice-P'resid£rit JArnbld
Yabih-iki and worked bver Jartuia-y
to confirm the broad outline of cable
implementation on campuis.
The November 20 Presidents'
Council meeting dealt primarily
with the issue of installing cable
television on campus. This issue had
been previously debated by last
year's Presidents' Council, though
it was never finalized.
At this meeting, the Council discussed the results of the campuswide Student Opinion Poll, conducted on November 14. Out of the
1,055 students who voted in this
poll, 730 favored the installation of
cable on campus. When asked if
they would be willing to pay a flat
rate of up to $15 per semester to
cover installation fees, a lesser majority of students voted in favor,
showing a reluctance on the part of
some students towards the fee.
The Presidents' Council discussed both the controversial issues
of the campus-wide cable fee and
the possible negative effects cable
might have on campus social interEcho photo by Nathan Curtis
action. In the end, the Presidents'
council voted to support the instal- Cable will come freely to Colby next fall.
lation of cable television by a vote of
13 in favor of the proposal to 10 able to purchase a receptor box and of course, supply their own cableopposed.
premium channels which they will read y TV set s," explained Yasinski.
Nelson and Yasinski worked on be billed for each month. The Col- "The cost of t h is serv ice will b e
the logistics of the plan over Janu- lege will t hen receive a smal l per- covered in the College's opera ti ng
a ry, finding a place for cable in next centage of the premium channel bud get without affecting the level
year 's proposed budget. The in- revenue to help offset the cost of of tota l charges to students."
room service will include such ma- the cable.
Nelson considers the installajor networks as ABC, NBC, CBS
"Each student room will have tion of cable at Colby, what h as
and Fox along with popular favor- one cable TV access connection been a priority of many Colby stuites such as ESPN, MTV and CNN. (one per single, one per double, dents, to be "a victory for Stu-A."
The service will be comparable to one per tr iple, one per suite) with
"We found the right medium
the current selections of channels Basic Plus service, which is what of pu sh i ng an d pushing the issue
on dormitory lounge televisions. is available now in the 'lounges until it went throug h ," said
When installed , students will be with cable service. Students must, Nelson.Q
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The Board of Ttiistees.^
A- myster y no longer
BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Asst. News Editor

In 1818,the Trustees of the Maine
Literary and Theological Institution
decided to establish an institution
of higher education,now known as
Colby College. Since the founding
of Colby, the Board of Trustees has
had a tremendous impact on the
academic and administrative policies which govern the College. Despite the prominent role the Trustee
Board undertakes in determining
the major rules and regulations of
the College,the specific actions and
powers of the Board may remain
ambiguous to many students.
According to President William
Cotter, the Trustee Board is "the
ultimate power in the institution."
The Board makes the final, fundamental decisions concerning all
major college policy matters. For
example, Trustees hire and terminate administration and faculty.
They approve all faculty appointments and finalize tenure and personnel decisions.The Board also sets
all fees including approving the college budget. The Board, however,
does not implement any policy decisions. The responsibility of carrying put approved procedure is dellifat^^the college admi-tistra1SAAa\$&0xAA
f *Every major college and university maintains a Trustee Board .
Colby is no exception. Article I of
tfce lfyjaws of the President aricl
Trustees of Colby College establishes the Board of Trustees as a
corporation of Colby College,while
defining the rules concerning membership. Colby's Board of Trustees
consists of President Cotter, as well
as not less than twenty-four nor
more than thirty-oneTrustees. There
are presently thirty-one members
on the current Board of Trustees.
Nine of these members are alumni
representatives,elected by the Colby
College Alumni Association. The

Board elects a head Chairman, currently Lawrence Pugh, and a Vice
Chairman,currently Susan Comeau.
In addition to alumni members,
two Colby faculty members and two
students may be elected as representatives to the Trustee Board. The
two current faculty representatives
are Professor of French Adrianna
M. Paliyenko and Professor of Religious Studies, Thomas Longstaff.
The two student representatives are
Student Association President
Joshua Woodfork '97and VicePresident Graham Nelson '98. Although

[The Trustees ] are
ver y much up to date
about what' s
happ ening on campus.
- President Cotter
these four representatives are welcome to attend Trustee meetings,
they are not members and may not
vote. How then, are the best interests of the students and faculty of
Colby College recognized?
According to President Cotter,
student and faculty interests and
opinions are considered important
and are recognized by Trustee members. In making policy decisions
which affect the Colby community,
the Trustee Board looks for recommendations and opinkms from-the
campus. 'Trustees have a direct re?
lationship with students and faculty members...they are very much
up to date about what's happening
on campus," said Cotter. Trustee
interaction with students and faculty occurs primarily through standing committees. These are permanent councils, many which directly
involve Colby administration,
alumni council representatives,faculty and students. Colby students
currently serve on five of these types
of committees. These include the

rUlprict News i
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Student Affairs Committee, which
employs the Commons Presidents,
the Nominating Committee, the
Physical Plant Committee,the EduPresident Clinton made the first of several stops in his Educational
cational Policy Committee and the
Reform
Tour earlier this week. He brought his message of reform to
Information Technology Committhe Maryland General Assembly on February 9, asking lawmakers to
tee. Standing committees generally
"lead the way" in initiating the reforms. "National leadership can
meet at the same time as the Trustee
point the way,"Clinton said. "It can move barriers out of the way that
Board. There are currently four
have prevented our states, our cities and our people from solving their
trustee meetings a year; the Board
own problems."
convenes in the fall, winter, spring
and at commencement.Each Trustee
Board meeting typically occurs on a
weekend, where Friday and Saturday mornings can be devoted to
U.S. military jets accidentally used radioactive bullets in training
standing committee meetings and
exercises near Okinawa, Japan, over a year ago, yet the news of this
discussions.
was not presented to the Japanese government until last December.
The Board of Trustees has sigThe exercises were conducted en an uninhabited coral island 62 miles
nificantly evolved since the estabfrom Okinawa between December 1995-and January 1996. J apanese
lishment of the College. Many of
Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto told the media, "It is more
these changes have increased the
regrettable that the U.S. delayed reporting the incident, rather than
level of democracy and representathe fact they had used radioactive bullets."
tion on the Board. A majority of
these changes have occurred in the
years since 1979, when President
Cotter was elected .Cotter acknowlStar Wats has returned 20 years after its original debut to captivate
edges an increase in the number of
neration of movie-goers. Pirector George Lucas has
yet a_r^^0i|^.
students, Mculty and especially
r^£pt|^tnefilm,adding scenes aridcomputer-generated characters
alumni representatives on Trustee
and restoring it to screen print the way he had previously envisioned
committees. According to Cotter,
it to look. The redone Star Wars grossed over $22.7 million in tickets
there presently is a "closer worksales last weekend alone and is expected to beat the all-time domestic
ing relationship between the Board
best-seller ET before it leaves the theaters.
of Trustees and the alumni council." The overall diversity of the
Board has also increased in the last
twenty years, ^j ^^ev^^^g-pafi^:
cantly higher nuir-bercif t i^^%j 0¦: '
stated,
tj
g |||^
^
minority Trustee Board membei-j ' |
'^|
§
| |i|
^
The
and it has become less geographi? _ti_£
rescued so much potential trash from the landfill
Festal^r\rii^
cally inclusive. In the past, the I
hovv
one
of
the U.S.'s largest recyclers.
tKaiijfc is
k.
Board has been primarily composed of members from Massachu- '
Ctimpt ied by Jennifer-Jo Multarifrom the February 10 NewYork Times.
setts and Maine, whereas two A . .
Trustee members are currentl y
terms. Almost all of the present
from overseas.
Perhaps the most recent change members of the Trustee Board have Board is a very important and inon the Board of Trustees is the es- served on the Overseers Commit- fluential organization. Many of the
tablishment of a Colby Overseers tee. Cotter describes this commit- Board's decisions directly affect
Committee. This new council serves tee as, a "training ground to be a Colby students,faculty and adminas an Advisory Council to the Presi- Trustee." It also serves to provide istration,and have historically been
dent, and to the college as a whole. Trustee members with more expe- interpreted by the student body in
The current fifty Overseers serve rience working at Colby and inter- both positive and negative ways.
on various academic and adminis- acting with students and faculty.
The Trustees last met in Boston over
As a whole, Colby 's Trustee the weekend of January 16-17.Q
trative committees for four year

Clinton calls for school re form

Milit ary blunders

Star Wars returns to theaters
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Spotlight lecture fea tures radio host David Brancaccio
BY REBECCA POLLARD
Staff Writer

The 1997 Spotlight Lecture series successfully began last Thursday, as a near-capacity crowd filled
the Page Commons Room with
hopes of finding some insight into
the fri ghtening and often confusing world of money and financial
matters.
Former Waterville resident and
present host of the National Public
Radio show "Marketplace," David
Brancaccio combined his economic
insight with an effervescent knack
for anecdotal stories to entertain
and inform the Colby audience.
Branca ccio began h is lect ure by
recalling his past and present personal experiences and frustrations
with money; the non-traditional introduction was a witty way of approaching this otherwise serious
topic. His main point of advice
stemmed from the letters BYOB,
which stand for Be Your Own Boss.
He advised taking charge of one's
own financial situation as the key
to at least relative economic success.
Brancaccio, whose first radio
broadca sts aired on Colby 's own
radio station WMHB, also w orke d
summers at Colby and even at-

tended pre-school in Lorimer
Chapel. He eventually proceeded

Two year s a ft er completing necessities, consequences or entre- Other more conventional economic
graduate school, Brancaccio and his preneur
iai pathisV For ex ample, one options include school loans, travwife managed may be tempte$%try their luck in eling, real estate options (both per-

to save $17,000
by "cutting corners," and not
succumbing to
the urge to
spend money.
At Thursd ay 's
lecture, he advised the audience that "it's
very easy to rationalize spending money ."
The trick, according
to
Branca ccio,is to
resist the urge
for material
goods
and
rather decide
how to spend
money efficientl y, responsibl y, and in
some cases,
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
profitably.
David Brancaccio
Currently,
to gain his bachelor's degree in his- Brancaccio is writing a book titled ,
tory and African-American studies "The Money Trip," which probes
from Wesleyan Un iversit y an d h is several key areasof finance thatmost
masters degree in j ournalist- at people arel ikely to encounter. These
op t ions may inclu de temp tat ions or
Stanford University.

Las Veg^s a^|^ieans of "getting
rich quick^ c^(_ix|i^irnenting with
the fast-ga^^id'of Wall Street
as ways ' tb fi;;drtdl^tone's money.
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sonally and as investment sources),
as well as the popular prospect of
starting ofte's own business.
See BR/tNPACCIO on page 9
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A Jan Plan spent singing the praises of hand planing
BY ERIC SANDLER
Features Editor

In place for over five years, the
Woodworking Jan Plan is the kind
of course that makes January different from the rest of the year on
Mayflower Hill. Founded by Dr.
Alan Hume and taught at the
woodshop in the Colby-HumeCenter,Woodworking provided ten students from all classes the opportunity to take a break from the books.
Dr. Hume traced the origin of
the course back to 1982 when he
first began his relationship with the
College by hosting pre-meds for
summer-long internships which allowed them to see if they were on
the right career path. The program
evolved into Jan Plan internships as
well. When he decided to retire, Dr.
Hume planned "to move from a
wood turner to a furniture maker.
With my role as a teacher, I wanted
to be able to teach the joys of woodworking." Hume further reflected

that a lack of off-campus diversions
hurts the educational process. By
sponsoring woodworking he
"want[sj to do for Colby students
what teachers did for me in my lifetime."
Initially,theprogram was taught
by outside instructors, but as that
became too expensive, Hume took
on the responsibility of teaching the
course himself. Now the course has
further evolved so that two student
instructors provide valuableaid and
experience. A foundation grant led
to the establishment of metalworking in the same shop, a move he
praised as providing "valuable interaction between the students in
the two courses." The metalworkers and woodworkers collaborate
on an interdisciplinary project that
provides some small improvement
to the shop.
Motivations for enrolling in the
course boiled down to two primary
reasons: most of the participants
were excited about doing something
non-academic for Jan Plan,but even

more than that was the opportunity
to learn a new skill and be creative.
Sarah Molly '97 selected the program because she "wanted to do

There 's nothing like
the smell of map le in
the morning.
-Josh Waldman '99
something just completely fun."
Seeing the program as "an opportunity to create with my hands," Peter
Shapiro '99 enrolled in the course.
At the end of the month, students seemed pleased with the program. All seemed to agree with Dr.
Hume's assessment that the program provided students with "an
opportunity to learn things about
themselves they never knew."
'99
Waldman
Josh

All that lovey-dovey stuff

sappy cards for star crossed lovers. to receive gifts as well.
Some students are less ambivaStu-A Treasurer Tony Moulton '97
Staff Writer
observed , "My impression of lent towards Valentine's Day, conValentine's Day is that it is the big- ceding that the more valentines,
For many, Valentine's Day is gest scam of the century. Hallmark the more fun. Hillary Lerch '99 said,
spent agonizing over lack of love and floral shops get more action "The semi-formal on the 14th is a
while eating chocolates in an empty than I do."
good excuse to wear my little red
dorm room. They are contrasted
Choosing a method to celebrate dress and my new red shoes."Many
with the happy couple exchanging is as personal as opinions about the use the holiday as a reason to go
candy and whispering sweet noth- day itself. According , to one stu- out and have an exceptionally good
ings into each other's ears. What- dent, tomorrow will be just like any time if single; for couples it is a
ever happens this Friday, Cupid's other Friday night. ''Valentine'sDay reminder to give gifts to a loved
arrow will certainly be fly ing over
the weekend in search of couplesto-be. According to Stu-A,there will
be a Valentine's Day semi- formal,
on Friday the 14th (of course) held
in the Student Center. If you don't
have a special friend at this point,
the dance is a perfect excuse to partner up and do-ci-do. Although if
one does go stag with a group of
friends, avoiding Cupid's pesky arrow may be more difficult.
Students have many different
reactions to the holiday. Valentine's
Day is bound to look more appea ling if one is already attached, but as
student Sean Hogan '99 said ,
"Valentine's Day is a day to spend
with someone special and if you
don't have anyone then it is a day to
find someone special." Most students agree with this assessment
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
and all agree that Cupid can be
downright nasty if he forgot to come There are many ways to celebrate Valentine 's Day.
to your dorm room. Woodman resident, Sunil Thakor '99, said of and I have never really had a good one. "It's not Valentine's Day, it s
Valentine's Day, "It is the one day relationship. It is not as fun as Christ- Victoria's Secret Day," said Meleach year that reminds me how mas and Halloween." The holiday issa Murphy '99.
much my love life sucks." There are can be fairly tiresome and quite borStereotypically men pay less atlots of reminders out there; it is a ing if you are not celebrating it. As tention to February the Fourteenth
very commercial holiday: candy Moulton said, "There should be a than women. Dominic Giaudrone
hearts with their little messages or special day for those who are single '99 helps prove this theory with his
comment: "It is never a big deal
un less you ha ve a girlfriend."
However you spend Val en ti n e's
Da y, t here are plenty of people who
share your sentiments. "Valentine's
Day is a wonderful time to tell people
you love them, how much you care,
[and] to spend time with them,"
stated Courtney Ilgenfritz '00. For
freshman Katie Harrington, this
weekend will be a fun one.
"This year Valentine's Day will
be great because this is the first day
my stalker ex-boyfriend hasn't
called me," Harrington said.
However,not everyone is wearDining Room closes at 9 p.m. as usual
ing a red dress t omorrow night.
Chris Sheehan '9 9 disclosed ,
"Valent ine's Day is a perfect excuse
to wear my red bikini briefe. " O
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noted,"there's nothing like the
smell of maple in the morning."
Commenting on the chess board
and pieces he created during the
program, he said there was something truly beautiful about having
something a person created with
his or her own hands. Sarah Molly
spoke of the "sense of accomplishment [that comes from] doing all
the work and having something
tangible at the end."Tracy Freuder,
one of two freshmen in the program, spoke of the camaraderie of
the group and the sense of community. Of course, no one complained
about the lack of homework.
One of the unique aspects of the
course is the two student instructors who assisted Dr. Hume in conducting the course. Hume described their role as "absolutely
essential" and continued by saying
"they make all the difference in the
world."Shapiro agreed,stating that
it was "essential to have student
instructors in the class."
Frank Struwe '99, one of the

instructors, described his role as
"peer teaching...providing experience on a level without an authority figure." He praised his fellow
students in the program, saying
the "workmanship was impressive."
As long as students remain interested in the course, its future
looks bright. Struwe commented,
"If students show an interest,
Colby will facilitate it." Dr. Hume
said he would like to see either a
student group take over running
the program, a step already foreshadowed by the student instructors, or to interest a department in
taking responsibility for it. However, he noted, "its hard to find a
department to take it over."
In a not so little shop about
seven miles from Mayflower Hill,
a sense of community was fostered
among the sawdust and shavings.
The fact that everyone had something they were proud of at the
end of the month was icing on the
cake.Q

Running on empty:
comba ting the problem of
eating disorders
BY ALEX HOWARD
Contributing Writer

I wrestled for four years when
I was in junior high and high
school. I can remember how important it was for everyone to make
weight for each meet; if you were
over your weight class, you
couldn't wrestle. My teammates
would live on
rice, pasta and
water: sometimes spending
three hours in
the
weight
room and on the
mat working
out. Several of
my friends had
what now I can recognize as eating
disorders. While most of the time
this sort of problem is primarily
associated with women,eating disorders can affect anyone.
Anorexia nervosa and bulimia
are two common disorders. Anorexia is analogous to self-starvation. People affected by anorexia
often are extremely thin, and may
be subject to more serious physical
and psychologicalhealth problems
as the disorder progresses. Bulimia
commonly presents itself as a cycle
that begins with eating food high
in calories. What follows is purging by self induced vomiting, laxatives, fasting or over-exercising.
The American Anorexia and Bulimia Association writes that anorexia and bulimia strike one million
American women every year. Of
these, 150,000 die of anorexia.
While an interest in being fit is
healthy, a person with an eating
disorder has internalized the message that thinner is better, until
this focus interferes with their quality of life. This sort of obsession
needs to be recognized as an illness. Any sort of intervention
needs to be made in a delicate way,
as well. Any sort of comment on
someone's weight is going to be a
no-win situa tion. If you say t ha t
your fr iend looks slim, he or she
may t ake it as aff irmat ion of t he
disorder, while someone informed
thatthey have gained someweight,

I

even if in a positive way,may panic
and get in more trouble.
The way that men relate to
women, especially in commenting
on how attractive or unattractive a
woman is can be very influential in
the body standards that an individual sets for herself. Asa population, Colby students seem to spend
some quality time in the fitness
center. The
physical standards that are
set by someone may not
be attainable
by everyone.
Finding
a
natural equilibrium for
yourself in terms of levels of exercise and eating habits is important.
Still, some people may have
trouble achieving the proper balance. If you have a friend whom
you are concerned about, talk to
him. You may be the first, the third
or the tenth to do so; eventually
someone is likely to get through.
According to Patti Hopperstead,
M.A., "Every year, a few students
have to take time off from school
because of eating disorders." Do
your best to make sure that you or
your friends are in the comfortable
majority.
Your can find more information of eating disorders on the
internet or through the Health Center. Patti Hopperstead runs a suppor t group f or people with eating
disorders, and canbe called at x3394
for an appointment. Tonight, Alicia Quintano will be speaking at
7:30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel about
the many issues surrounding eating disorders. All are welcome to
attend.
Sources: "Eat ing Concern s ,
published by the Garrison-Foster
Health Center
!
"Images of Women , Eating,
And Health",published by th ^Garrison-Foster Health Cent er.
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Bringing Charlie Bassett back to Bob' s
BY ERI C SANDLER

:. . •¦-_ ¦Features Editor

University of Houston
Houston, Texas
Despite warnings from Attorney General Dan Morales, William
Hobby, chancellor of the University of Houston system, has said he
intended to continue offering race based scholarships. The controversy stems from a ruling by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
stating that the goal of maintaining a diverse student body does not
justify the use of racial preferences. Since the matter has riot been
finally settled by the Supreme Court,lawyers for the UH system have
recommended keeping the system in place. Ray Bowen, president of
Texas A&M expressed his support for Hobby, stating "Emotionally,
I think he is right. I think the position he takes is interesting, and I
hope it sustains and becomes the norm in the state."
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
The Sigma Chi fraternity has recently stirred controversy with its
initiation ritual. Responding to local complaints, police found 30
students with Confederate flags and uniforms and a six foot cross
that they later burned. The local sheriff reported that the cross
burning was legal because it was not used as intimidation. Apparently, the ritual is intended to commemorate the fraternity's Civil
War founding. James Moeser, university chancellor,reported he was
"greatly disturbed" by the incident. Leaders of the fraternity have
said they may change the ritual.
Brigham Young University
Prove, Utah
Brigham Young recently fired a professor whose local Mormon
bishop would not certif y his spiritual worthiness. In 1995,the university, which is wholly owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, adopted the policy. Steven Epperson, the history professor in question, said he had not been certified because he missed
church on a few Sundays when he was serving breakfast to homeless
people.The university has stated that it expects faculty to be "faithful
members of the church,"but would not comment on the specifics of
the firing.
Norwich University
Northfield, VT
A jury awarded a former cadet of the nation's oldest private
military college $2.2 million after it found he was hazed. The student
said he was hazed for the two weeks he was enrolled at Norwich,
finally fleeing from the campus at night. Norwich officials investigated the charges and disciplined several students. However, officials of the school have said they will appeal the verdict.Q

Although it is generally accepted
as undisputed truth that every professor at. Colby is absolutely stellar
and tops in his or her respective
field, some names seem to appear
time and time again in answer to the
question "Who is the best professor
here?" Charlie Bassett is not only
one of these names, he is the only
professor that students have actually written letters to the Echo about
this year, lamenting his one-semester absence and omission of his short
stories class. Beloved by students
and faculty alike, Professor Bassett
represents that part of Colby which
continues to make it a desirable
choice for students all over the country. I sat down with the man over
sandwiches in Bob's to talk about
the Integrated Semester,his sabbatical and Colby in general.
Overall, "excitement" was the
word of the day when discussing
Colby's new Integrated Studies program. As has been previously reported, Professor of History Rob
Weisbrot has organized four courses
surveying the period 1919-1945; this
program has been selected by 13
students as their course of study for
the spring semester.
"I have been involved with interdisciplinary stuff . . . mostly
American studies since the early
70s,"Bassett reported. He explained
the while there was the "Center for
Coordinated Studies" in the early
'70s, "never anything as sweeping
or comprehensive as the Integrated
Semester." Also, he acknowledged
his love for the period, especially
"any opportunity to teach John
O'Hara."
Quick to praise the students in
the program,he acknowledged that
it wasn't for everyone, especially
students pursuing hard science
majors. The Integrated Semester "is
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not for the
guy
who
knows exactl y
what
he
wants with
his whole college career
mapped out."
Reflecting
that the program might
be a little
scary for it's
virgin class,
he still feels
that its a fabulous opportunity unique to
Colby. "I've
grown fond
of this place,
Echo p ho to by Amy Rzeznikieioicz
because
they're letting Professor Charles Bassett
me do things
they don't do on more traditional update. He's been down at Penn
campuses."
State sorting through and catalogHopefully making things less ing two boxes of unpublished matescary is the relationship the four rial left by John O'Hara upon his
professors have with each other. death in 1970. "I've found another
Professor Bassett spoke warmly of 20 unpublished stories, a novella
Weisbrot, calling him "one of my and plays that read better as short
really best friends." Professor of stories." Now that he has finished
Music Paul Machlin was praised for reading all the material, his goal is
his "strong support of the Ameri- to interest a university press in pubcan studies program." While ac- lishing O'Hara's final works.
knowledging he did not know ProHis trips to Pennsylvania professor of Physics Charles Connover vided an opportunity to reflect on
as well as he knows the others, what make Colby different from
Bassett recalled "he taught with me large public universities. "I keep
[during! a summer program" and getting lost and the library [system]
referred to him as a "really smart is enormous with variousbranches."
guy."
He related the story of wj ien,after a
Shifting from the Integrated Se- guest lecture to a literary criticism
mester to his semester-long sabbati- class, a student approached him and
cal, Professor Bassett provided an See BASSETTon page 7
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Deck the halls! Stolen over-the-shoulderfooulder-holders , lacy unmentionables strewn
abou t Foss
BY CHARLES COSTANZO

so thoroughly) were just on an adventure and downstairs was all just
Staff Writer
open." Their adventure took them
Love, death, nature, God and into the sub-basement of Woodman
underwear humor have been essen- below the laundry room where they
tial elements of the human*exist- found a garbage bag of ladies unence for eons. A bizarre manifesta- dergarments.
tion of the lattest occurred Saturday
night in Foss and Woodman as ladies undergarments were found
They were all
strewn through the hallways and
adorning every doorknob. Panties Vict oria 's Secret and
expensive stuff.
and brasieres of all shapes, styles
and sizes lined the long corridors
Maybe there's some
leaving countless Fosslings conbig black market for
fused. The most remarkable aspect
underwear.(
of the late-night phenomenon was
the bewildering amount of under-Peter Manning 98
wear used to create such a bawdy
spectacle. An investigation by Foss /
Woodman hallstaff uncovered the
A disturbing twist is that Foss
perpetrators of the practical joke and Woodman women have comand, inadvertently, the twisted ori- plained of lost underwear. Signs
gins of all the undergarments.
urging the thief to stop were also
The perpetrators, a group of five posted in the laundry room last seto ten Colby students and Waterville mester. The bag was found behind
residents, were exploring the dor- the storage section of Woodman
mitory. According to sophomore among beer cans and two torn pages
Doug Hickman, "We (the large from a pornographic magazine.
groups of kids who decorated Foss
"I thinkits pretty frightening that

someone has been stealing it and
stashing it. But they were all
Victoria'sSecret and expensive stuff.
Maybe there's some big black market for underwear," conjectured
Wooman HR Peter M-_nning.
The prank was seen by residents
as harmless and funny. "I thought
it was a good laugh for non-uptight
people," said third floor resident
Diego Muilenburg '99.
Kids were in the halls late Saturday night marvelling at the
strange occurrence. However, as
word has spread of the garbage
bag in the basement, students are
expressing concern, "It's probably
some sort of fetish thing.Some sicko
was obviously making a collection," said a somewhat disgusted
third floor resident Melissa Knight
'99.
Questions as to the identity of
the "sicko" will probably go unanswered. Nothing is known as to
how old the collection is. It appears
that the perpetrators of Saturday
night's prank, who had to clean up
their underwear display, will not
face any disciplinary action.Q
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What happens to the Foss kitchen staff during J an Pan ?

Dana Dining Hall Manager Wayne Dubay explains "Full time staffers are sp lit between Dana and
Roberts. The bookkeeper is moved into the main office. Part-timers get the month off unless we get busy."Q
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BASSETT, continued from page 5

Lunches
• Inter-faith sharing and dialog
' Fridays at noon in the Pugh Center

reported that her 30 student class
was "the smallest class she had ever
had atPennState."Hefurther stated
that "situationsliketalkingwithprofessors make this a special place"
and went on to speak warmly of the

many friendshiphe has his formed
withstudents.Finally ,hespokeof the
support he received from the entire
community after his wife's death;
Bassettespecially mentioned the "400
cards I received from students" and
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especially the opportunity to devote time to students. His plans
include offering a course in Modern
American Fiction, and, yes, the famous American Short Story course
at least once more.Q
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Fri day, Feb. 21

the dinner invitations that keep him
out of the house at least five nights a
week.
Finally, we discussed his plans
for the future. He looks forward to
his final two years on the faculty
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N ew prof essional M A in
International Affairs or
Interamerlcan Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers :
O environmental studies
G pu bl ic heal th
0 government
O international
organizations
O interna ti onal media ,
business
Learn valuable ana lytic
skills f rom economics and
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
l iving in a f asc ina ting
international city.
Free details.

Graduate School of
International Studies

Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
305-28.- .173; Fax: 305-284-4.06
New URL:
http://www.miaml.edu/gsis
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credits for a givensemester areplaced
on academic probation, with one semester to improve their academic
standing.Those who do not makethe
necessary improvements are dismissed for a year, according to
Kassman. She stressed that this dismissal is not expulsion but rather an

pertaining to this incident.
During January, the Comrnittee
on Academic Standing also met for
its semi-annual review. This committee meets to exctmine the academic progress of Colby students.
Students who are found to have
earned below a 2.0 GPA or below 12

opportunity for the students to re- ,
consider their performance and to
address any personal issues contributing to their difficulty. Between 30
and 50 students are placed on Academic Probation each year, arid between 5 and 10 are dismissed, she
said.

This January, six students were
dismissed by the Committee. These
students may reapply for admission
after oneyear,butarerequiredtodemonstrate to the Committee that they
have made some academic progress
and academic or behavioral changes.
The Committee also decided to read-

infatuation with money and the financial world. He also touted the
ideal of rememberingwhat is truly
importantinlife."llive andbreathe
the money beat,but isit really me?"
he questioned. He suggested to the
audience a way in which to take
control of one's financial future yet
still balance these needs with one's
spending desires. "Constantly ask
what each of these options will do
to your life, and how they will affect your economic trip," he
suggested.Q

HELP WANTED - Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your
local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 ext. C200
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT - Teach
basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest,or Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewarding teaching opportunities with
great benefits. For information: (206) 9713680 ext. K50692
(We are a research & publishing company)
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COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID - Student Financial Services profiles over 200,000+ individual
scholarships,grants,loans, and fellowships —
from private & government funding sources.
A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FREE
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. 1-800-263-6495
EXT. F50695 (We are a research & publishing
company)
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SPRING BREAK - Nassau/Paradise Island,
from $379. Air, Hotels, Transfers, Parties and
More! Organize small group - earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800-BEACH-1
CRUISE & LAND-TOUR EMPLOYMENT - Industry offers Travel (Hawaii,Mexico,Caribbean),
incomparable benefits,& good pay. Find out how
to start the application process now! Cruise
Employment Services provides the answers.
Call 800-276-4948 Ext. C50696. (We are a research & publishing company)
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - EXCELLENT
EARNING POTENTIAL! Get the #1 SOURCE
for finding work in the booming fishing & processing industry. For information: 800-276-0654
ext.A50691 (We are a research & publishing
company)
NOW HIRING: University Sales and Marketing
is hiring. Marketing, Sales and Promotions positions available. Work on campus , Flexible
Hours, Great pay. Call 800-562-8524
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mit one student, according to
Kassman. On a happier note, "The
good newsisthat 90-95percent of the
students who are dismissed choose
to reapply to Colby and those students generally do exceedingly well.
A lot of good success stories have
come out of this."Q

CLAS SIFIED ADVERTI SING

-BRANCACCIO, continued from page 3
Another trendy option relies on
investing in one's communities in
order tomake themmore attractive
to business, essentially furthering
the concept of "civic pride" in order to gain an economic profit. Regardless of which path one chooses,
Brancaccio stressed the need to be
in charge of economic decisions
through education and information. He said that this is another
way a person canbe their ownboss.
Brancaccio concluded his lecture by attempting to explain his

DISMISSAL
, continued from page 1
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Getting away with.*.
Wouldn't it be grand if we could just walkinto, say, K-Mart and buy
anything our hearts desired and have Colby pay the bill? Good news,
club leaders, you can!
OK,so maybe somehonest member of your club willturn you in,but
don't worry, the higher-ups just don't seem to mind a few hundred
bucks here and there. As long as you steal from Colby, that is, and not
from Waterville.Andif youaccidentally get drunk,breakinto someone's
place and assault them, do it on campus — you won't be suspended,
and you certainly won't go to jail. Just don't pick up that die in public,
or practice the Greek alphabet...
This year there seem to have been a number of "minor" offenses met
with severe punishments, and a handful of severe offenses whichhave
been met with petty sanctions or ignored. This inconsistency suggests
that it's not the severity of the crime that matters, but rather who you
are,who you knowand where it was that influence the powers that be.
Students who used hundreds of dollars of Colby funds to buy
themselves CDs, an ab machine,furniture and other pseudo-amenities
many of therest of us workfor havebeenleft aloneby theCollege,while
four (admittedly- senseless) freshmen wereoriginally suspended until
next year for lifting some Christmas decorations off campus.
The fact that a senior varsity athlete player recently broke his way
into GoHo late one night, attacked residents who approached him and
later explained he was on his way to beat the life out of some guy who
was sleeping with his friend's girlfriend (as ridiculotis as the ab machine,and it wasn't even the right dorm) is scary in itself—even more
frightening is the fact that he is still happily living on campus.
Give us gingerbread-men-stealing freshmen any day.
The threat hazing poses for the studentbody isa lot less dangerous
than a20Q-pound drunk outfor blood.Somethingisamiss in the Dean's
office — crimes that happen off MayflowerHill which would generally
receivelight sentences in the "realworld"are met with severe College
sanctions while thosethat affect the integrity and safety of life at Colby
are met with general disinterest from the judges;

Working together benefits all
At the end of last s»n^;during thecrunch time, before and during
exams, Presidents' Council held a marathon unscheduled meeting that
lasted into the mommg/the Echdwas held1over a day, petitions were
circulated and letters of protest werewritten. While it is common to hear
"They never listen" or 'Nothing ever gets resolved", from disgruhtied
students,this is no longer an appropriate excuse for ambivalence toward
Collegeissues.
.. Students rallied around four suspended freshmen football players,
expressing theiropinionthat this punishmentwasimjustTeammatesicame
forward and explained their part in the theft. Concerns surroundingsthe
unfair sanctions were brought to. the attention to Dean Kassman, who
reconsidered the case and changed the suspension period.
Stu-Aleaderscaught wind of a major changethatwasbroughtbefore the
TrusteesthisJanuary.Acomprehensivefeewoiddbechargedto allstudents
and a inappropriate refundwas to be received by those students livingoffcampus. Presidents' Council held an unscheduled meeting to ensure that
student input could be considered in this decision. The meeting was five
hours long, a huge block of time that could have been used studying for
exams.Their effort, however,was not in vain. President Cotter decided to
table theissuefortwoyearssothatmoreacau-atestatisticscouldbecollected
Thank you to the administration for listening, reconsidering and com
promising. This is what working together is really about
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Cracks in the founda tion

Maine faces another anti-gay proposition
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinion s E dit or
It is very diffi cult for me to talk
about the organization known as
Concerned Maine Families (CMF)
without wanting to launch something across the room. (Luckily the
Echo office is pretty banged up as it
is.) The group, well known for its
int olera n ce of homosex uals, has
submitted another petition asking
lawmakers to take away and/or
limit gay rights in Maine. But this
petition has a strange twist. It's a
preemptive strike that would have
the state of Maine disregard gay
marriages legalized in other states
should any other states recognize
them. Currently there are none (the
jury is still out in Hawaii). It's simply amazing the lengths some
people will go to in the name of
bigotry.
Concerned Maine Families argues that this ban is necessary to
preserve "the foundation of civilized society." It is their fear that
school systems will be forced to
teach same-sex marriages as equal
to heterosexual marriages if samesex marriages aren't stopped. Furthermore, vice-chairman Larry
Lockman calls same-sex marriages
"a last gasp of the sexual revolution
of the 60s.,.that society shouldn't
permit." Lastly, they also believe
that U.N. hermaphrodites in black
helicopters will subvert our government should such marriages be
recognized. Well, maybe they
haven't publicly made that last
claim, but since the foundation of
civilized society is going to be destroyed anyway, how far off can it
be?
Maine lawmakers should reject
CMF's proposal,and Maine citizens

states recognize each other's marriages. A marriage in New Hampshire is still binding if the couple
moves to Texas.
There is also precedent working
against Concerned Maine Families'
drive. The South had a long-time
ban on interracial marriages until
not too long ago. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court struck down those
laws ^s unconstitutional,thus interracial marriagesmustbe recognised
by all fifty states. Lawmakers ' will
be facing such precedents if they
attempt to fiddle with marriage
laws.
Secondly, I fail to see how the
foundation of civilized society will
be obliterated by same-sex marriages. Gay couples already live together acting as married couples in
everythingbut nameand we haven't
seen the apocalypse quite yet. Ma-

jor corporations such as Disney are
already giving "spousal" benefit s
to the partners of gay employees. So
is the University of Maine, much to
the chagrin of Carolyn Cosby and
fellow CMFers. Their charge that
heterosexuals will be forced against
their will to endure homosexual influence is grossly hypocritical. Homosexuals are bombarded by heterosexual imagery and culture everywhere they go. They deal with it,
so can we.
The outcome of this petition is
far from certain. Governor Angus
King, who has been an opponent of
anti-gay rights legislation, has wavered on the issue, and has hinted
he would probably sign it into law
should it pass the Maine Legislature. Passage there is far from certain. A citizens' referendum would
also be a challenge. Two years ago
Maine rejected Concerned Maine
Families'bid to legalize discrimination by a seven point margin (53
percent to 46 percent). This bill is
also a toss up with support hovering around 50 percent,but the margin of error is high. Despite what an
outsider might think, Maine has
proven to be a very enlightened
state. The petition could be stopped
before the Cohstitutibi. is fof ted to
step in.
The mix of the
of problem is a conbashing
tinue^
a 'niuibrifyby a
pseudb-rhajority with nbthihg better to do with their time. The foundation of civilized society is based
not in marriage, but in "civility",
i.e., acting with respect and/or in a
civil manner to all members of society. Until Concerned Maine Families learns a little tolerance,it will be
they, not the gay members of our
community, who threaten our
foundation.Q

A few weeks ago, the mayor vetoed the teachers'contractapproved
by the school board — a contract
that had alread y been in effect for
two years. Stunningly, this unprecedented veto was upheld by the
Maine Supreme Court. (The tale of
the veto and its legal ramifications
is a story onto itself, but the author
doubts that his readers really want
to hear about that right now.) Now
the teachers will haye to pay back
the raises they received in that contract. What the mayor has done is
part of a continuing pattern that has
demoralized the public schools (and
has not put much faith in the private
elementary school for that matter),
and has shown that as far as the city
of Biddeford is concerned, education is not a top priority,
The mayor is not alone. Until the
veto, more than half of the School
Board could be consideredanli-education as well. The superintendent ,
who in tandem with the high school
principa l, brought what was once
considered a joke of a high school
into a National School of Excellence
inside of five years. Standardized
test scores at Biddeford High School
are reaching all-time highs, with
each graduating class improving on
the last one's accomplishments.
What was the superintendent's reward? A swift boot in the behind

out of town. In a 4-3vote,the School
Board decided not to rehire him
essentially because he spent too
much time in school and not enough
time with the clueless bureaucrats
(and clueless is being charitable).
Did the city rise up against their
government to protect their teachers and children? Hardly. It has become crystal clear that the majority
of residents whole-heartedly support the mayor. There are many reasons for this support, all based on
ignorance. A common complaint is
that teachers are overpaid anyway,
seeing as they only work six hours a
day, nine months a year.
Anyone who believes that a
teacher's workday begins at 8 a.m.
and ends at 2 p.m. could not be more
wrong, especially in reference to the
Biddeford teachers. Not only do they
teach, they coach the sports teams,
drama clubs, student newspapers,
etc. Never in my time did a teacher
refuse to see me after school. Even
after a teacher goes home, they are
usually carrying homework assignments and tests to be graded. The
work never ends. Overpaid? Then
explain why most teachers have summer jobs? The majority work twelve
months in my hometown.
Another good one is that the
schools haye too many "extra "
See BIDDEFORD on page 11

should do the same if it moves to
referendum vote. For the first part,
the proposal has some legal ramifications. This of course is nothing
new to Maine citizens' referendums,
whichmay soon be routinely failin g
constitutional acceptance as they
become increasingly loony. Currently all states have different marriage laws. Nevada will marry practically anyone; other states have
more restrictions. However, all

Gay coup les already
live together acting
as married couples
in everything but
name and we haven 't
seen the apocalypse
quite yet. m m

A tale of one city
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

In Washington D.C., there has
been a lot of talk recently on how we
must pass certain legislation "for
our children and our grandchildren." They're currently talking
about such .things as a balanced
budget and education reform. The
idea that we legislate not only for
the present but for the future has
always been considered inherent.
But is it? What happens when the
future is sacrificed for short-term
interests? Who is to blame, and are
they liable for the actions they have
taken? These questions have come
to a head with me while pondering
a festering issue in my hometown of
Biddeford, Maine. Here I'll relate to
you a story of how one community
can work so diligently to undercut
its long-term interests.
Biddeford is a former mill town.
I say former because most of the
mills have left; so have many of the
other businesses. Main Street grows
more and more vacant every week.
Part of the richer area of town wants
to secede and join neighboring
Kennebunkport. One of the onl y
good things the community has
going for it is its school system.Now
that loo is threatened.
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Spray cheese, tofu , and President Cotter
BY DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

We re once again m second semester , which means that President Cotter and I h ad yet another
glorious chat about a quite diverse
range of topics, from potential Oscar nominees to tofu. Many of you
out there in Muleland may know
alread y that I am abroad for the
semester,and may be asking yourselves, "How could Dan have possibly spoken to Cotter from England? That's way too expensive
for even a Colby student." Well,
my friends, you're right. If some of
these questions seem outdated ,
thafs because I spoke to him on
January seventh. It was a beautiful
morning, and as I walked into his
office at 1:30 p.m., he jumped up
from his chair and greeted me with
a smile and warm handshake (no
coffee this year though, which was
rather disappointing). Anyway,
here are some highlights from my
third annual interview with the
man I like to call President Cotter:
Me. Did you get a Tickle-MeElmo for Christmas?
Cotter. I did not get a Tickle--vfeElmo,and :Iwasalittledisappointed.
I also didn't ge£ the Cabbage Patch
Doll that eats you up, so Iwas saved.
It didn't get my index finger.
Me. Do you like the tofu in the
Foss salad bar? .Are yqU a fan of it?
Cptter. No I am not a fan... well,
a moderate fan, I guess. ,
Me. What is your favorite medi-

eval torture device?
Cotter. Favorite from whose
point-of-view? I sense maybe the
stocks would be the best, fro m th e
victim's point-of-view. From the
torturer 'spoint of view? Well,I can't
r eally speak from the torturer's
point-of view. I have no expertise in
that area.
Me. Do you have your own Web
page?
Cotter. I apparently do. It's just
the one that's taken from the
viewbook, so it's been put up onto
the Web. I don't talk during it or
anything. There's a picture of me
and some quotations I think.
Me. Could you make up a "Student on the Street" question.
Cotter (with a gleam in his eye) .
I have a good one: "Whaf s the best
book you've ever read?"
Me. What's your favorite outlet
down in Freeport?
Cotter . I hate shopping and I
guess there's one nice place that has
high quality jewelry and pottery.
Very high quality.I forget what ifs
'
called, though. ,
Me. Do you enjoy spray cheese?
Cotter. I don't know what that is
... ifs in an aerosol can? I wouldn't
rule out trying it,but I'm not going
to rush out and get it.
Me. Have you ever gone sledding down the chapel hill or behind
the Health Center?
Cotter. I've hever been on the
chapel nin,T'veheen on oufMil.'We
have a toboggan. We sneak out at
night when ho one's looking.
Me. If you had to live in a dorm

on campus, where would you live?
Cotter. Probably the Heights, [because] if I were a student, I think I
would want to live in a single, with
a common living room. I think the
quad with a single and common
living r oomwould be a nice wa y of
life.
Me. How would you feel about
having your own radio show?What
kind of show would you do?
Cotter. I'm afraid I have a show
no one would want to listen to. I
really prefer classical music, a nd it
turns out,I found out the other day,
that only three percent of the records
sold in this country are classical recordings/ which, really, I found
shocking.
Me.When you eat a gingerbread
man, what part of the body do you
eat f irst?
Cotter. Oh my goodness. . .
(laughs) I suspect you would start
with the legs and work your way up
thehead,becausethafssortofwhere
the goodies are.
Me. What character in the bible
do you most relate to?
Cotter, (laughs) Some weeks Job
(l
... aughs) In Maineweather,sometimes Noah.
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Well,President Cotter and I had
a great laugh over that last question, I •
and then webroke things up. I hope * :
you enjoyed this third installment
of the President Cotter Interviews.
Tune in riiext yea*for the final one.1
By the way, if you have any questions yoii'd like me to ask him, feelfree to let me know.Q
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BIDDEFORD, *continue d f rompage 10
classessuchasart and music. Many
believe, the school should teach
arithmetic, reading and some science. What critics don't realize is
that in order to move on to higher
education,a student must be wellrounded. Study after study shows
thatstudents enrolled in musicand
art can learn more about themselves and can be quite innovative
and creative; The same goes with
sports, although sports are somewhatsacrosanctin Biddeford. Residents would rather see the entire
social sciences cut before the foot-

ballteam lost a nickel.
But the two excuses that get me
the most are these — T haveno kids
in school, why should I subsidize
other people's kids?' and 'Do whatever you like, just don't raise my
taxes/ These two show the ugliest
underside of the collective thinking
-— the,me,me. Screw what happens
to the future of this town, just don't
burden me with it. What never occurred to them was, that failure to
invest in your, own.infrastructure
inevitably leads to collapse. If the
education system is horrible, what

will the kids do? Some will go on to
college,yes. Butdoyou think they'll
have any intention of ever returning to their 'gonowhere'hometown?
The town hung them out the dry;
they'll do the same' to the town.
Essentially, the community is exporting whatever young talent is
available. Those left behind will lack
the skills to revitalize the town. All
this means more empty windows
lining Main Street.
Not only in lack of business will
Biddeford pay fpr its neglect. Where
education is absent,crime has a ten-

dency of taking its place. Furthermore,servingon Biddeford'selected
boards is becoming more and more
a mark of disgrace: The people talented and innovative enough for
the jobs are staying away. And why
shouldn't they? Taking the job is
aisking for a two-year headache
where every move you makete scrutinized — and always negatively.
The teachers are in a lose-lose
situation, Strike and the town hates
you more.Staythecourseandyou're
only waiting for the next blow to the
chin. Makes one think of leaving

town and trying one's luck elsewhere. Slowly but surely
Biddeford will lose its best teachers (ifs already happening) and
the decay will be irreversible.
So whois to blame for the fociis
on short term interests (the oh so
sacred taxrate) as opposed tolongterm interests? Certainly the politicians,but the community as well
Who pays the price? Not just the
students and teachers. Everyone
will pay, and pay dearly in the
years to come.QI

If you could write anythin g on a conversation
heart , what would it be?
"ToCliff Reid: The opportunity
cost is the loss to the next best
alternative."
Tony Moulton '97

"To my fa vorite teddybear: Bear
Hug."
Danielle Driscoll '99

"To Alice in Wonderland: Eat me."
Adam Willner '00 and Morgan McDevitt '00

"To Bobby Brown: Do me."
Sasha Brown '99
Echo photos b\/ J ennifer Aixooqd

Getting away with...
Wouldn't it be grand if we could just walk into, say, K-Mart and buy
anything our hearts desired and have Colby pay the bill? Good news,
club leaders, you can!
OK, so maybe some honest member of your club will turn you in,but
don't worry, the higher-ups just don't seem to mind a few hundred
bucks here and there. As long as you steal from Colby, that is, and not
from Waterville. And if you accidentally get drunk,break into someone's
place and assault them, do it on campus — you won't be suspended ,
and you certainly won't go to jail .Just don't pick up that die in public,
or practice the Greek alphabet...
This year there seem to have been a number of "minor" offenses met
with severe punishments, and a handful of severe offenses which have
been met with petty sanctions or ignored. This inconsistency suggests
that ifs not the severity of the crime that matters, but rather who you
are, who you know and where it was that influence the powers that be.
Students who used hundreds of dollars of Colby funds to buy
themselves CDs, an ab machine, furniture and other pseudo-amenities
many of the rest of us workfor have been left alone by the College,while
four (admittedly senseless) freshmen were originally suspended until
next year for lifting some Christmas decorations off campus.
The fact that a senior varsity athlete player recently broke his way
into GoHo late one night, attacked residents who approached him and
later explained he was on his way to beat the life out of some guy who
was sleeping with his friend's girlfriend (as ridiculous as the ab machine,and it wasn't even the right dorm) is scary in itself—even more
frightening is the fact that he is still happily living on campus.
Give us gingerbread-men-stealing freshmen any day.
The threathazing poses for the student body is a lot less dangerous
than a 200-pound drunk out for blood. Something is amiss in the Dean's
office — crimes that happen off Mayflower Hill which would generally
receive light sentences in the "real world" are met with severe College
sanctions while those that affect the integrity and safety of life at Colby
are met with general disinterest from the judges.

Workin g together benefits all
At the end of last semester, during theaunch time before and during
exams, Presidents' Council held a marathonunscheduled meeting that
lasted into the morning, the Echo was held over a day; jpetitions were
circulated and letters of protest were written. While it is commonto hear
"They never listen" or "Nothing ever gets resolved" from disgruntled
students, this is no longer an appropriate excuse for ambivalence toward
College issues.
Students rallied around four suspended freshmen football players,
expressing their opinion that thispunishmentwasunjust. Teammatescame
forward and explained their part in the theft. Concerns surrounding the
unfair sanctions were brought to the attention to Dean Kassman, who
reconsidered the caseand changed the suspension period.
Stu-Aleaders caught wind of a major change that wasbrought before the
Trustees thisJanuary. A comprehensivefee would be charged to allstudents
and a inappropriate refund was to bereceived by those students living offcampus. Residents' Council held an unscheduled meeting to ensure that
student input could be considered in this decision, The meeting was five
hours long, a huge block of time that could have been used studying for
exams. Their effort, however, was not in vain. President Cotter decided to
table the issue for twoyears sothat more accuratestatistics could be collected.
Thank you to the administration for listening, reconsidering and compromising. This is what working together is really about.
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Op inions

Cracks in the founda t ion

Maine faces another ant i-gay pro position
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor
It is very difficult for me to talk
about the organization known as
Concerned Maine Families (CMF)
without wanting to launch something across the room. (Luckily the
Echo office is pretty banged up as it
is.) The group, well known for its
intolerance of homosexuals, has
submitted another petition asking
lawmakers to take away and/or
limit gay rights in Maine. But this
petition has a strange twist. It's a
preemptive strike that would have
the state of Maine disregard gay
marriages legalized in other states
should any other states recognize
them. Currently there are none (the
jury is still out in Hawaii). Ifs simp ly amazing the lengths some
people will go to in the name of
bigotry.
Concerned Maine Families argues that this ban is necessary to
preserve "the foundation of civilized society." It is their fear that
school systems will be forced to
teach same-sex marriages as equal
to heterosexual marriages if samesex marriages aren't stopped . Furthermore, vice-chairman Larry
Lockman calls same-sex marriages
"a last gasp of the sexual revolution
of the 60s...that society shouldn't
permit." Lastly, they also believe
that U.N. hermaphrodites in black
helicopters will subvert our government should such marriages be
recognized. Well, maybe they
haven't publicly made that last
claim, but since the foundation of
civilized society is going to be destroyed anyway, how far off can it
be?
Maine lawmakers should reject
CMF's proposal,and Maine citizens

states recognize each other's marriages. A marriage in New Hampshire is still binding if the couple
moves to Texas.
There is also precedent working
against Concerned Maine Families'
drive. The South had a long-time
ban on interracial marriages until
not too long ago. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court struck down those
laws as unconstitutional,thus interracial marriages must be recognized
by all fifty states. Lawmakers will
be facing such precedents if they
attempt to fiddle with marriage
laws.
Secondly, I fail to see how the
foundation of civilized society will
be obliterated by same-sex marriages. Gay couples alread y live together acting as married couples in
everything but name and we haven't
seen the apocalypse quite yet. Ma-

jor corporations such as Disney are
alread y giving "spousal" benefits
to the partners of gay employees. So
is the University of Maine, much to
the chagrin of Carolyn Cosby and
fellow CMFers. Their charge that
heterosexuals will be forced against
their will to endure homosexual influence is grossly hypocritical. Homosexuals are bombarded by heterosexual imagery and culture everywhere they go. They deal with it,
so can we.
The outcome of this petition is
far from certain. Governor Angus
King, who has been an opponent of
anti-gay rights legislation, has wavered on the issue, and has hinted
he would probably sign it into law
should it pass the Maine Legislature. Passage there is far from certain. A citizens' referendum would
also be a challenge. Two years ago
Maine rejected Concerned Maine
Families'bid to legalize discrimination by a seven point margin (53
percent to 46 percent). This bill is
also a toss up with support hovering around 50 percent, but the margin of error is high. Despite what an
outsider might think, Maine has
proven to be a very enlightened
state. The petition could be stopped
before the Constitution is forced to
step in.
The crux of the problem is a continued bashing of a minority by a
pseudo-majority with nothing better to do with their time. The foundation of civilized society is based
not in marriage, but in "civility",
i.e., acting with respect and / or in a
civil manner to all members of society. Until Concerned Maine Families learns a little tolerance, it will be
they, not the gay members of our
community, who threaten our
foundation.Q

A few weeks ago, the mayor vetoed the teachers' contract approved
by the school board — a contract
that had alread y been in effect for
twoyears. Stunningly, this unprecedented veto was upheld by the
Maine Supreme Court. (The tale of
the veto and its legal ramifications
is a story onto itself , but the author
doubts that his readers really want
to hear about that right now.) Now
the teachers will have to pay back
the raises they received in that contract. What the mayor has done is
part of a continuing pattern that has
demoralized the public schools (and
has not put much faith in the private
elementary school for that matter),
and has shown that as far as the city
of Biddeford is concerned , education is not a top priority.
The mayor is not alone. Until the
veto, more than half of the School
Board could be considered anti-education as well. The superintendent ,
who in tandem with the high school
princi pal , broug ht what was once
considered a joke of a hi gh school
into a National School of Excellence
inside of five years, Standardized
test scores at Biddeford Hi g h School
are reaching all-time hi ghs , with
each graduating class improving on
the last one's accomplishments.
What was the superintendent's reward ? A swift boot in the behind

out of town. In a 4-3 vote, the School
Board decided not to rehire him
essentially because he spent too
much time in school and not enough
time with the clueless bureaucrats
(and clueless is being charitable).
Did the city rise up against their
government to protect their teachers and children? Hardly. It has become crystal clear that the majority
of residents whole-heartedly support the mayor.There are many reasons for this support, all based on
ignorance. A common complaint is
that teachers are overpaid anyway,
seeing as they only work six hours a
day, nine months a year.
Anyone who believes that a
teacher's workday begins at 8 a.m.
and endsat2p.m. could not be more
wrong, especially in reference to the
Biddeford teachers. Notonl y do they
teach , they coach the sports teams,
drama clubs, student newspapers,
etc. Never in my lime did a teacher
refuse to see me after school. Even
a fter a teacher goes home, they are
usually carry ing homework assignments and tests to be graded. The
work never ends. Overpaid? Then
explain why most teachers havesummer jobs? The majority work twelve
months in my hometown.
Another good one is that the
schools have too many "extra "
See BIDDEFORD on page 11

should do the same if it moves to
referendum vote. For the first part,
the proposal has some legal ramifications. This of course is nothing
new to Maine citizens'ref erendums,
which may soon be routinely failing
constitutional acceptance as they
become increasingly loony. Currently all states have different marriage laws. Nevada will marry practically anyone; other states have
more restrictions. However, all

Gay couples already
live together acting
as married couples
in everything but
name and we haven 't
seen the apocalypse
quite yet.
m
—

A tale of one city
BY MIKE TRUMA N
Opinions Editor

In Washington D.C., there has
been a lot of talk recently on how we
must pass certain legislation "for
our children and our grandchildren." They're currently talking
about such things as a balanced
budget and education reform. The
idea that we legislate not only for
the present but for the future has
always been considered inherent.
But is it? What happens when the
future is sacrificed for short-term
interests? Who is to blame, and are
they liable for the actions they have
taken? These questions have come
to a head with me while pondering
a festering issue in my hometown of
Biddeford , Maine. Here I'll relate to
you a story of how one community
can work so dili gently to undercut
its long-term interests.
Biddeford is a former mill town,
I say former because most of the
mills have left; so have many of the
other businesses. Main Street grows
more and more vacant every week.
Part of the richer area of town wants
to secede and join nei ghboring
Kennebunk port. One of the onl y
good things the community hns
going for it is its school system. Now
that too is threatened.

Op inions
Spray cheese, t ofu , and Presiden t Cott er
BY DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

We're once again in second semester, which means that President Cotter and I had yet another
glorious chat about a quite diverse
range of topics, from potential Oscar nominees to tofu. Many of you
out there in Muleland may know
already that I am abroad for the
semester, and may be asking yourselves, "How could Dan have possibly spoken to Cotter from England? That's way too expensive
for even a Colby student." Well,
my friends, you're right. If some of
these questions seem outdated,
that's because I spoke to him on
January seventh. It was a beautiful
morning, and as I walked into his
office at 1:30 p.m., he jumped up
from his chair and greeted me with
a smile and warm handshake (no
coffee this year though, which was
rather disappointing). Anyway,
here are some hi ghlights from my
third annual interview with the
man I like to call President Cotter:
Me. Did you get a Tickle-MeElmo for Christmas?
Cotter. I did not get a Tickle-MeElmo,and I was a little disappointed.
I also didn't get the Cabbage Patch
Doll that eats you up, so I was saved.
It didn't get my index finger.
Me. Do you like the tofu in the
Foss salad bar? Are you a fan of it?
Cotter. No I am not a fan... well,
a moderate fan, I guess.
Me. What is your favorite medi-

eval torture device?
Cotter. Favorite from whose
point-of-view? I sense maybe the
stocks would be the best- from the
victim's point-of-view. From the
torturer'spoint of view? Well,I can't
really speak from the torturer's
point-of view. I have no expertise in
that area.
Me. Do you have your own Web
page?
Cotter. I apparently do. It's just
the one that' s taken from the
viewbook, so it's been put up onto
the Web. I don't talk during it or
anything. There's a picture of me
and some quotations I think.
Me. Could you make up a "Student on the Street" question.
Cotter (with a gleam in his eye).
I have a good one: "What's the best
book you've ever read?"
Me. What's your favorite outlet
down in Freeport?
Cotter. I hate shopping and I
guess there's one nice place that has
high quality jewelry and pottery.
Very high quality. I forget what it's
called, though.
Me. Do you enjoy spray cheese?
Cotter. I don't know what that is
... it's in an aerosol can? I wouldn't
rule out trying it, but I'm not going
to rush out and get it.
Me. Have you ever gone sledding down the chapel hill or behind
the Health Center?
Cotter. I've never been on the
chapel hill, I've been on bUr hill. We
have a toboggan. We sneak out at
night when no one's looking.
Me. If you had to live in a dorm

on campus, where would you live?
Cotter. Probably the Heights, [because! if I were a student, I think I
would want to live in a single, with
a common living room. I think the
quad with a single and common
living room would be a nice way of
life.
Me. How would you feel about
having your own radio show? What
kind of show would you do?
Cotter. I'm afraid I have a show
no one would want to listen to. I
really prefer classical music, and it
turns out, I found out the other day,
that only three percent of the records
sold in this country are classical recordings, which, really, I found
shocking.
Me. When you eat a gingerbread
man, what part of the bod y do you
eat first?
Cotter. Oh my goodness. . .
(laughs) I suspect you would start
with the legs and work your way up
the head,because that'ssort of where
the goodies are.
Me. What character in the bible
do you most relate to?
Cotter, (laughs) Some weeks Job
(laughs)
...
In Maine weather, sometimes Noah.
Well, President Cotter and I had
a greatlaugh over thatlast question,
and then we broke things up. 1hope
you enjoyed this third installment
of the President Cotter Interviews.
Tune in next year for the final one.
By the way, if you have any questions you'd like me to ask him, feel
free to let me know.Q
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BIDDEFORD, contirtued fr ompage 10
classes such as art and music.Many
believe the school should teach
arithmetic, reading and some science. What critics don't realize is
that in order to move on to higher
education, a student must be wellrounded. Stud y af ter study shows
that students enrolled in music and
art can learn more about themselves and can be quite innovative
and creative. The same goes with
sport s, although sports are somewhatsacrosanct in Biddeford. Residents would rather see the entire
social sciences cut before the foot-

ball team lost a nickel.
But the two excuses that get me
the most are these — 'I have no kids
in school, why should I subsidize
other people's kids?' and 'Do whatever ybu like, just don't raise my
taxes.' These two show the ugliest
underside of the collective thinking
—me, me,me. Screw what happens
to the future of this town, just don't
burden me with it. What never occurred to them was that failure to
invest in your own infrastructure
inevitably leads to collapse. If the
education system is horr ible, what

will the kids do? Some will go on to
college,yes. But do you think they'll
have any intention of ever returningtotheir 'gonowhere'hometown?
The town hung them out the dry ;
they'll do the same to the town.
Essentially, the community is expor ting wh atever young talent is
available. Those left behind will lack
the skills to revitalize the town. AH
this means more empty windows
lining Main Street.
Not only in lack of business will
Biddeford pay for its neglect. Where
education is absent, crime has a ten-

dency of taking its place. Furthermore,serving on Biddef ord'selected
boards is becoming more and more
a mark of disgrace. The people talented and innovative enough for
the jobs are staying away. And why
shouldn't they? Taking the job is
asking for a two-year headache
where every move you make is scrutinized — and always negatively.
The teachers are in a lose-lose
situation. Strike and the town hates
you more.Stay the course and you're
only waiting for the next blow to the
chin. Makes one think of leaving

town and trying one's luck elsewhere. Slowly but surely
Biddeford will lose its best teachers (if s already happening) and
the decay will be irreversible.
So who is to blame for the focus
on short term interests (the oh so
sacred tax rate) as opposed to longterm interests? Certainly the politicians,but the community as well.
Who pays the price? Not just the
students and teachers. Everyone
will pay, an d pay dearly in the
years to come.dl

If you could write anything on a conversation
heart , what would it be?
"To Cliff Reid: The opportunity
cost is the loss to the next best
alternative."
Tony Moulton '97

"To my favorite tedd y bear: Bear
Hug."
Danielle Driscoll '99

"To Alice in Wonderland: Eat me."
Adam Willner '00 and Morgan McDevitt '00

"To Hobby Brown: Do me."
Sasha Brown '99
Echo p hotos by J ennife r Ahvood
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'Every one Say s I Love You
Contributing Writer

Beer Reviewers

If you could care less about doilies, pink heart s and boxes of cheap

Courtesy Miramax Films
Drew Barrymore and Edward Norton in 'Everyone Says I
Love You.3
Of the all-star cast, including of the characters put it, the story is
Alan Alda ("Manhattan Murder so eccentric, it could only be believMystery,"M*A*S*H),Goldie Hawn able as a musical comedy.
"Everyone Says I Love You" is a
("Private Benjamin," "First Wives
Club"), Drew Barrymore ("E.T.", hilariou s, larger-than-life film ex"Boys on the Side"), Julia Roberts perience, fi lled with Allen's famil("Pretty Woman "), Tim Roth iar comedy style. Several notable
("Rosencrahtz and Guildenstern are scenes include a hotel ballroom filled
Dead", "Four Rooms"), and Allen with dancers impersonating
himself; only Hawn and Alda had Groucho Marx, a pas de deux for
had previous experience in musical Hawn and Allen along the banks of
theatre. Since all the actors in the the Seine in Paris, a tap dance sefilm took part in the singing and quence in Harry Winston's salon,
dancing, including a touching solo and a beautiful dance sequence of
the dearly departed in Frank
sung by Allen.
As in previous films like, "Man- Campbell Funeral Home. "Everyhattan" (1979),themusic transports one Says I Love You"is a wonderful
the audience into another world. addition to the Woody Allen canon,
This reviewer found himself sing- a "must see" for any lover of film
ing and dancing along with the char- and is playing at Railroad Square
acters throughout the film. As one through February 20.Q

Strangefolk no strangers to Waterville
BY REBA FREDERICS

chocolate, don't despair. The second week of February marks not
only a time for lovers, but beer,
masks and crawfish as well. Yes,
friends, Mardi Gras is upon us.
A l s o
known as Fat
Tuesday (the
da y
befor e
Lent , when
some folks
give u p th at
which they enjoy most until
Easter Sunday), the heathen holiday is most joyously celebrated in New Orleans.
A brief history of the Gras, according to info from www.iiiii.com/
Mardi Gras on the internet: It all
started longago,when pagan priests
"ran through the forest,chasing and
whipping naked supplicants..."
Enough said — use your imagination. People are still naked on Bourbon Street,but priestsfind they are
very bust in the confessional this
time of year.
At 12:01 a.m. Tuesday morning,
we rang in Mardi Gras our selves
down in the Echo office with what
could be the most fitting beer for the
occasion—DixieJazzAmber Light,
brought to us here in Maine (at
Joka's) all the way from the land ot
beads and jazz, New Orleans (pronounced N 'Orlins for anvone not

A&E Editor

Echo photo by Emily Zlatin
Colby students celebrated the First Day of Loudness by
grooving with Strangefolk .
been well received at venues
large and small. Their music is
different , a complex mix of various harmonies and melodies that
make it almost impossible to sit
throug h one of their shows.
Strangefolk is "dancer-friendl y
rock, folk , and bluegrass," says
Seven Days.
Strangefolk ' s debut CD ,
"Lore," may be part of the reason wh y the band is so wellliked . The songs are interesting,
some slow and some fast , but all
equally engaging.
The concert last weekend was
Strangefolk' s second performance in Waterville this year —
their show at the Waterville Opera House in the fall was packed

with Colby students who enjoyed a long, stellar performance
in the beautiful building. Last
year , Strangefolk visited Colby
in March , with our own Bubba
Toba opening for them. For some
reason , between last year and
this year the ticket price went
up five dollars for a nearly identical show. Perhaps this discrepancy could be attribute d to the
band' s mounting success in all
of its musical endeavors in the
past year.
All in all , it seems that most
of the Colby community let loose
and had fun celebrating the First
Day of Loudness by dancing all
nig ht to Strangefolk' s blend of
different types of music.Q

well versed in the Southern way).
Whilewe had the web at our fingerti p s, w e deli ght ed t o find t h e
weather down there just perfect for
a celebration , with a high of 60 degrees. Ahhh....
Back to the beer. As ifs musical
name promised, the brew was mellow. The smooth amber's light bod y
was complimented by the tiniest
hint of fruit flavor. One sip and
you've caught
the
Ma rdi
Gras spirit. A
few more and
maybe you,
too, will be
b r a z e n
enough to
earn
yo ur
beads!

The Dixie
Brewing Company, which is based
out of Louisiana, offers a cornucopia of fun beers, all with funky label s and great taste. Check them out
if you can. If not, grab the closest
concoction and don't worry about
being a few days late (you can always consider yourself a few
months early for next year!).
For those of you who ha ve
hopped on the wagon and given up
the brewhaha for Lent, best of luck
to you. We admire your virtue,but
unfortunately we havebeersto taste
and reviews to write. It's a tough
job, but somebod y's gotta do it!
Next Week: Your first clues—
O.P.B., Skowhegan, water, yeast
and wheat. Ifs another fun-filled
Case Studies field trip. Have your
permission slips in on time.,.0

PA produces memorable month
BY CHRISTOPER DACUS

Contributing Writer

The Page Commons Room
was dark Saturday night as the
four members of Strangefolk
took the stage. Multicolored
li ghts flashed in their faces and
onto the audience as the first
strains of guitar began and the
fans started dancing.
As the night wore on and the
pre-parties wore off , more and
more peop le showed up; the
show was sold out, and not all of
the patrons were from Colby.
The band' s mailing list
showed people from places like
Biddeford and Bowdoinham as
well as from Waterville.
Strangefolk is a popular group,
and their performance in the
Page Commons Room showed
why.
Strangefolk got together in
Burlington at the University of
Vermont , when the four musicians were students there. Reid
Genauer sings and plays rh ythm
guitar , Jon Trafton plays lead
guitar , Eric Glockler plays base
and Luke Smith plays drums.
Since the band' s formation and
the start of their tour , they have
shared the stage with bands like
Jupiter Coyote , the Band , Acoustic Junction and the Dave
Matthews Band . Right now they
are doing a tour which includes
bars, clubs, high schools and college campuses. So far they have

— just one more reason

BY ERIN DUGGAN AND
JEN ATWOOD

BY BRADLEY REICHEK
Just when you thought that there
couldn't be another great musical
comed y on film, acclaimed writer/
director/actor Woody Allen brings
us a hilarious film about an eccentric, upper class New York family
exploring various romantic entanglements in "Everyone Says I
Love You." ,
The film is a first for Allen, his
first musical. He had initially flirted
with the idea of the musical with
the use of a Greek chorus in his 1995
film "Mighty Aphr odite," which
starred Allen in the role of Lenny
Whinerib opposite Mira Sorvino (
who received an Oscar Award for
Best Supporting Actress for her role
in the film) . The chorus was merely
an important stepping stone towards the full scale musical Allen
ambitiously strove for. "The truth
is I don't even think of it as a musical but as a comedy where the characters sing and dance. I always
wanted to do a film where people
sang not as slick singers but as an
extension of their acting at the moment ," said Allen in a press release
for the film. And, indeed, he pulls
this off in the film. Never do the
musical numbers detract from the
plot. In fact, the numbers accentuate the audience's understanding
of the characters' emotional frames
of mind. "The people in this film are
singing the emotion of the story at
the time," explained Allen. "I tried
to always keep the story moving."

Mardi-Gras

Over the course of January, several plays were put on by the Performing
Art
department.
"Charlotte's Web" was put on during the second week and was most
notable for the large Waterville audience it drew. The performance
was lighthearted and fun for anyone, but the visual perkiness and
animation of the cast made it especially suitable for children. There
were two casts for the production;
Fern was played by both Heather
Hilton '98 and Laura Eichelberger
'99, Wilbur was played by Kathie
Kohatsu and Emily LeBlanc '99,and

Templeton the rat was played by
Shelley Woollert '98 and Hallie
Meltzer '98. The director of the play
was Adjunct Professor of Performing Arts Tina Wentzel.
ThePerformingArts department
also put on Tennessee Williams'
"Suddenly Last Summer", a somewhat obfuscating tale of retribution
and existential suffering. Kristina
Denzel '97 played Ms. Venable and
MeganSmith'99wasCatherine.Also
featured were Betsy Clark '98 and
Jamie Yourden '99, with John Irvin
'00 directing. This story of moral
confusement did not have the same
appeal to Waterville children as
Charlottes Web, but it was enjoyed
by Colby students and faculty .Q

Film festivals entert ain stude nt s

BY CHRISTOPHER DACUS War&trilogy and theGodfather trilA&E Editor

During 'the January term several film marathons were held iu
both the Student Center and in
various dorms. The Student Center ran films for over seventy-two
hours and provided soda and popcorn for free to all who came. Most
of the films shown were current,
the oldest being from the 1980's.
More themed film marathons were
held in dorms such as Coburn
which ran films almost every week.
Lesley Woods '98 Andrew Glos
'97, often reffered to as the sage of
Coburn, organized the Coburn
films which included such themes
as Scary Brad Pitt movies, the Star

ogy.
When asked why he held a film
festiva l in Coburn, Glos said, "It
was either play poker alone in my
room or hold a much better movie
mara thon than Stu-A ever could,
and the film festival was the easier
of the two,"
The illustrious Brad Reichek '00
also organized a Film Noir film fest
in Sturdevant, which ran over two
nights and featured excellent films
such as "Chinatown", "The Big
Sleep", "Blade Runner" and others.
All of the films were fairly well
attended and were a welcome respite from the intensity of some Jan
Plan courses (Sugarloa f 101
excluded).Q

9
Flynt
Larry
Vs.
People
'The
The force of 'Star Wars'
BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

Who out there owned a pair of
R2-D2 Underoos? Or the Darth
Vadar carrying case for all the
collectable action figures?
Most Colby studen ts were not
old enough to see "Star Wars"
when it was first released on the
big screen, yet it impacted our
entire lives. Everyone knows the
saying, "May the force be with
you." "Star Wars" is everywhere,
and has been since its release in
1997. So, it' s no wonder that
people lined up and bought tickets days in advance or that some
theaters showed the movie on several screens simultaneously. The
Boston Globe reported"Star Wars"
took in $35.9 million in its first
weekend ticket sales, giving the
movie the highest re-release debut weekend ever. Due to this
weekend's success, "Star Wars"
has moved from fourth to second
on the domestic list of top-grossing movies, bringing in a total of
$359 million. This puts it right on
track to overtake "E.T.- The Extra
Terrestrial."
Why are people so excited to
see this movie? The ending hasn't
changed and the characters are
still the same. What is so compelling that poor college students like
ourselves are willing to shell out
$7 for a ticket? For a movie we've
each seen hundreds of times?
Well, the majority of the people
asked will probably say they went
to see "Star Wars" so they could
watch it on the big screen. Unless
you were one of the lucky few
who caught it at a discount movie
theater, the drive-in or some film
festival, chances are you have
never seen "Star Wars" in the
theater. And twenty years later,
you have your chance. And it is
worth it. You have never realized
how big Chewbacca really is. Or
how small Princess Leia is. And
when the Millennium Falcon

makes its first jump into
hyperspace...wow. Try and get to
a theater with THX surround
sound, like the Hoy ts in Augusta.
It makes a world of difference.
There are some movies that lose a
lot in their translation to the TV
screen. You may never have realized it before, but "Star Wars" is
one of them, "Jurassic Park" is
another. Nothing is quite as scary
when it is only thirteen inches
tall.
Big fans of "Star Wars" went
to see the movie for tlieenhanced
special effects and the new scenes
director George Lucas added.
Among them being the controversial scene with Jabba the Hut.
He's just not scary enough. He's a
little small' and way too friendly
with Han Solo. You expect him to
be a raging tyrant. One student
thought that Jabba was too much
like The Godfather. Ifs a strange
comparison, but fits surprisingly
well. Some complained that the
new computer effects used on
Jabba didn't match well with the
old footage of Han Solo. Overall,
people seemed to think the addition of Jabba was a good move,
but didn't like the way it was
done. Lucas also added a scene
between Lukeand his friend from
home, Biggs. This scene was very
explanatory, fit well and made a
nice addition to the movie. For
real "Star Wars" buffs, you might
want to check out the new creatures at the bar or search for a few
of the editing mistakes.
This movie has timeless appeal to it, and in an age where
every movie has lots of sex and
gory violence, wa t ch ing "Star
Wars" is like a return to innocence.Just don't be thrown off by
the somewhat slow beginning.
Luke Skywa lker doesn't appear
on the screen for a good twenty
minutes, but it is worth the wait.
Join the rebel alliance and hop
aboard the Millennium Falcon.
And remember, the force is
with you.Q

tionship at times can seem to exhibit
more the qualities of a mutual coBY DENNIS D'ANGELO
dependency rather than a mutual
Staff Writer
caring and affection. Only in the last
The opening scene for Milos scenes of the film are we given what
Forman's new film "The People vs. are supposed to be decidedly strong
Larry Flynt" flashes back to earl y in pieces of evidence in favor of beFlint's childhood in the backwoods lieving in their love,but by this point
of Appalachia, where he makes a ifs too late,and the film never really
profit by selling moonshine to lo- answers whether or not they loved
cals in the area. When he discovers each other.
Such ambivalence would be fine
his father "drinking his profits", he
throws an empty clay jug at his head if not for the fact that it is obvious
and runs from his father, who be- how we are supposed to feel. The
tear-jerking moments are, in places,
gins shooting into the air.
This is the tone set for all of the very touching and well acted, and
film, that of Flynt cast as the crafty
homegrown entrepreneur who
spends his life running and fighting
those who would stop him or interfere with his work. In this sense,
"The People vs. Larry Fly nf ' gives
an excellent portrayal of what
Flynf s legal and financial battles
were like, with detailed and for the
most part interesting court scenes.
However, the film also tends to
moralize in places and has its moments of Hollywood sappiness.
"The People vs. Larry Flynt" is a
good bio-picture, though the film's
somewhat false ambivalence towards Flynt as an individual can at
times become tiresome. Overall,
"The People vs. Larry Flynt" succeeds in what it tries to do in estabWoody Harrelson and Courtney
lishing Larry Flynt as a hero of first
People Vs. Larry Flynt. "
amendment rights, though the way
in which it does it is sometimes on Love delivers a solid if not slightly
shaky grounds.
overplayed performance as Flynf s
One of the film's strengths is the child-abused and heroin addicted
way its two main characters, Larry wife. There are other tear jerking
Flynt (Wood y Harrelson) and his moments in the film however, where
lover/wife Althea
Leasure scenes fall into Hollywood camp.
(Courtney Love) develop over time, When Flynt finall y admits to his
from a loosely knit couple who's longtimelawyerlsaacman (Edward
relationship is based more on sex Norton), with whom he is always
than anything else to a relationship sparring, that he is probably one of
that, by the end, is one grounded in his best friends , ifs sentimental and
a very strong attachment to each almost mushy, and not at all consisother. At the same time, we never tent with most of the hardened and
reall y find out whether or not the grizzled relations of the films. Even
two loved each other. It certainly when Flynt is pouring himself out,
seems as though the film tries to he's doing it gmf fly. Moments when
make this the obvious understand- he suddenl y becomes sappy don't
ing, but certain exchanges between seem to fit, and almost appear as
the two bring the love of their rela- attempts to conjure an image more
tionship into question , and the rela- friendl y than the one which Larry

Flynt actually relays.
Such criticisms aside, the movie
still gives a good account of his First
Amendment battle. While many
have viewed this film as championing Larry Flynt and pornographers
in general , it really works much
more to champion the legal grounds
upon which Flynt's court battles
stand. This distinction does seem
clear. While Larry Flynt and many
of his associates are not immediatel y likable, and many are never
really warmed up to, his adversaries appear as even less likable characters. It is this device that creates

Courtesy Columbia Pictures

Love play lead roles in "The

the confusion over whether director Forman and screenwriters Scott
Alexander and Larry Karaszewski
envision Hy nt as an ad mirable ind ividual, or admire his legal battles as
what deserves to be applauded. It is
obvious the film favors Flynf s position over his adversaries, though
the film does succeed in doing this
in a relatively subtle way, and also
succeeds in relating the human
qualities of the story, though with
the problems mentioned above.
Overall, "The People vs. Larry
Flynt" is good with its legal historicism and decent as a human biography. The movie does not belong
amongst the best of the year, but it
does contain some solid acting and
a cohesive story.?
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CD Review
David Bowie

BY CHRISTOPHER
DACUS
A&E Editor

David Bowie, like many artists
that we thought were gone for
good, has come back with a new
album and a new sound. Unlike
other revivals
(Kiss et. al.) ,
Bowie is not
content to rehash his older
songs and bring
back an act that
should have
been put to rest
many years earlier. The latest
Bowie
CD,
"Earthlings", is
more relaxed
than his early,
violent sounding
output ,
mostly due to a
smoothed out
and more car eengif u ll y
neered pop texture. However,
Bowie is showing his age and
his songs can
hardly evoke
memories of 80's musical sensibility.
Many of the tracks develop into
a very Blur-esque Brit pop sound
but contain what can only be described by 90's standards as shlock.
However, Bowie does manage to
rise above this on a number of
tracks. "Battle for Britain" has a
very contemporary engineered
sound and a very danceable beat.
The sense the listener gets is that

Bowie adds less to the album than
the studio engineers did, but his
voice is very suitable and should
not be discounted. The studio
seems to have given Bowie the
same treatment that they gave
Sting a few years ago: a more easily digestible album that is designed for broader base appeal.
"Dead Man Walking," a song title
that has been
reused
a
number of
times alread y this
decade, is
fast
and
fairly enjoyable track
that manages to overcome the
feeling of
deja vu that
it might otherwise have.
Other songs
such
as,
"Telling
Lies." are
little more
t h a n
Morrissey
sounding
cliches.
The album has a
number of highlights that make
up for its problems. Bowie at times
seems to have to compete with his
electronic accompaniment, and it
overtakes him at times. Given that
he has a likable voice, Bowie would
have been better off not utilizing
the overdone studio background.
It is impressive that he can still
pull off an album such as this, and
to Bowie fans it is a more than
worthwhile purchase.Q

David Bowie
"Earihling "
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Combination of leadership,
youth paces women's squash
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

Many times, strong leadership
can help a team perform better than
they otherwise could. In these cases
it is usually the team's captains that
make all the difference.
Captains Sarah Molly '97 and
-.oniaTotten '98 are making the difference this year for the Colby
women's squash team. Both have
played exceptionally well on the
court, Totten at No. 1and Molly at
No. 2, and have led the Mules to an
11-9 overall record, including a 5-2
mark at the Williams Invitational
on the weekend of January 17.
Totten rejoined the team in January after spending first semester
studying abroad. Molly played in
the No. 1 spot when Totten was
absent from the line-up and posted
an impressive 5-2 record.
Since taking over at No. 1, Totten has compiled a 10-2 record.
"Sonia has a fantastic fitness
ethic she's so gifted," said Head
Coach Erica Silbersher. "She has
great racket skills and she's exceptionally calm and elegant on the
co_trt. She takes her space very well."
After more than holding her own
in the No. 1position,Molly has punished opponents at No. 2. She has
amassed a 12-1 record at No. 2 including a 3-0 win over her Williams
opponent,a 3-1victory over Franklin
and Marshall'snationally ranked No.
2 and a win over Bowdoin's No. 2.
Molly's only loss was a five game
battle versus the Amherst No. 2.
"She has amazing natural
spirit," said Silbersher. "She's on
the court day and night and she has
great energy for squash. She's always growing."
The fact that Molly has been so
dominant is even more noteworthy
when you consider that she didn't
start playing squash until she arrived at Colby. She played at No. 10
ner freshman year and worked her
way into the top spot for the start of
this season.

Echo photo by Michelle Weber

Captain Sarah Molly '97- Colby's No. 2 p layer , challenges her
Bates opponent in the Mules' 6-3 loss last Friday.
Silbersher has nominated Molly
for the Ann Wetzel Award, given
annually to a senior who has been
successful in competition and who
started playing squash in college.
Totten and Molly are the only
two upperclassmen on the team,
making their leadership even more
important.
Four freshman have been instrumental in Colby 's success this season. Laura Pitarys is 9-3 at No. 3 in
the month of January, Anne
Hertzberg is 6-6 at No. 6, Nicole
Monchik is 7-5 at No. 7 and Emily
Young is 5-8 at No. 8.
Sophomores Lindsay Hayes (No.
4) Heather Fine (No. 5) and Martha
Stewart (No.9) also stepped up their
play in January. Hayes was 9-4,Fine
was 8-5 and Stewart was 5-8.
After taking on rival Bowdoin
on Tuesday, the Mules will travel to
Yale this weekend for the Howe

Sports Editor

For a member of the Colby swimming team, often the most exciting
part of the season is tapering and
competing in the New England
Championships. This year , the
men 's team will send nine swimmers to the meet, and the women's
team has qualified 16 participants.
"Everyone shaves their whole
bodies. They wear special suits to
swim faster," said Head Coach Sura
JPuB ow. "It's a great sensation."
Kristi Jacob! '99 and Kathryn
Johnson '00 both qualified in diving
events. Captains Morgan Filler '97
and Jenny Higgins '97 will compete
ill the Women's N ew Eng land
Championships at Bowdoin on Feb.
21-23. Junior swimmers Alice Wong
an d Becky Golden qualified as well.
Sevensophomore women's team
member have qualified. Elisabeth
Baur,Emily Dowd,Kristin Fairman ,
kiura Feraco, Kate Lowe/ Kristin
North ,and Julie Wilbur will participate in New Englands. Three fresh-

men team members, Carolyn Massa,
Mary Synder,and Dana Turpie,will
also compete.
The men's team does not have
any seniors qualified, but junior cocaptains Peter Bowden and Geoff
Herrick will swim in New Englands
on February28-March 2 at Williams.
Sophomores Larry Spollen, Kris
Skrzycki, Jay Champley, and John
"Rocki" Kurucz will join freshmen
Jeff McCloskey and Brian White at
the meet.
DuBow seemed pleased with
team's performance thus far this season.
"We had a great January. Most
of the meets we competed in were
very close. Even when we lost it
generally came down to the last relay," said DuBow.
Several team members broke either college or pool recor d s dur ing
the month. Bowden broke Colby
records in the 50, 100, and 200 yard
backstroke. He also broke backstroke pool records at Norwich and
Middlebury.
Brown set a ftew ,C¦ qlt>y
pool
¦
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currentlyttod ontheteaminscQr: ',
ing. .:"' / . a aS 'Colby started January off in
style with a 64-51 win oyer Bates.
Yet after two consecutive ^vins
against Union (70-46) and
Hamilton ,(78-71), Colby suffered
a humbling 71-45 loss to Williams.
"Williams caught us by surprise.
At one point the score was 19-3
and from there we couldn't chip
away at them. We had a few good
defensive plays,but couldn't getit
going offensivel y/' said Hebert.
"This loss was a wake-up call and
we came back strong against
Amherst the next day."
The team fought hard to get its
81-67 win at Amherst.
Since Amherst the team has
beenonafantasticstreakwithwins
against Middlebury (75-61), Norwich (60-56), Bowdoin (76-69);
Trinity (77-71),and Wesleyan (7965). Still these have not exactly
been easy wins for the Mules.
Many games haye come down to
crunch time. Whitmore feels that
the leadership of Hebert andBlack
has helped the team pull ahead in

'. -•-.
the end; '
•„ _' ;.;
"They have done a great job
leading the team. It shows in the
togetherness of the team/' said
Whitmore.
"Due to the record we have,
the minute we step into the gym,
the other teams are coming at us. It
is becoming harder and harder to
pull away," said Hebert. He attributes the victories in these close
games to the experience and selfconfidence of the team.
One of the most exciting games
to watch was the match-up against
arch rival Bowdoin on February 5.
Hebert scored an impressive 23
pointsandBlackadded11rebounds.
"The win was definitely a team
effort. All 17 players, including
those on the bench kept the team
up,"said Hebert. "The fan support
also made a difference in the win."
Although the turn out of fans
has been great, the Mules could
use even more support this weekend when they face Wheaton tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m. and
Connecticut College Saturday at
3:00.Q

HOCKEY, continued f r ompage 20
fourth time this season.
"The most important thing I
can ask of our players is to compete at the highest level possible,
and they did that,"said Tortorella,
With its record standing at 127-1, a return to the NCAA tournamentis all butimpossiblefor Colby
at this point. However,Tortorella
still feels it could be "the most
exciting year ever" if the team can
win the ECAC Championship,

something that the Mules have
not accomplished since 1965.
Four games remain f or the
Mules, * including two home
gamesthis weekend against Trinity and Wesleyan.
"We have four games that we
must [winl for us to , get into
ECACs and to gain home-ice advantage for the first game,which
is something we haven't had here
in a long time," said Tortorella.Q

SHINE
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Cup. The Mules will be competing
in the B Flight at Yale and they will
open up with matches against both
Bowdoin and Wesleyan on Friday.
The Polar Bears defeated Colby 7-2
on January 28.
"I really feel that everybody is
drooling to play them," said
Silbersher. "I want to see that they're
playing their game, and they're
starting to really understand that."
Colby will face Middlebury on
nit? reopie vs. Larry nynr
Saturday, whom they crushed 9-0
R Starts Friday —Nightly at 4:45, 7:10, 9:35
Also Sat. thru Thurs, at 12:35
at the Williams Invitational, and
then will play in a playoff on Sunday against an opponent that has
PG .J3 Starting Friday —Nightly at 7:00
'
Also Sat thru Thurs at 2:55
yet to be determined. Silbersher is
happy with the way the team has
played thus far and is optimistic G Starts Saturday —Matinees Only! Sat thru Thurs at 3:05
going into the Howe Cup.
Its a very pysched bunch of
R Starting Friday —Nightly at 5:00,9:00
people,"said Silbersher. "They love
AL» Sat thro Th.ts at 12:55
the game and they love to work at 1
Fto111(Si: m I*-*"!-*I _ s_-_«i_Ts. 11_r!l> _i
it."Q
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January a record-breaking month
for men's and women's swim t eams
BY LARRY BENESH

' Tom p ageW
- mSi&TBAlX," cSntiniwaJ

record in the 1650 yard freesty le.
Filler also set a Colby pool record in
the 200 yard freestyle.
Bowden, Skrzycki, Herrick, and
McCloskey all pitched in to set a
Colby pool record on the 400 yard
medley relay.
"Bowden, Herrick, and Filler are
all on track for Nationals," said
DuBow.
Last weekend, both the men's
an d women's teams lost in a close
meet against Wesleyan that took
place at Bowdoin.
"We had fantastic swims. There
is a whole group of sophomores
already swimming their best times,"
said Dubow.
The women's team is preparing
to face off against the 32 teams that
will likely attend New Englands.
DuBow would like to have all of
their relays to finish in the top eight,
and hopes that the team will finish in
the top 12 overall. The men's f ield is
somewhat smaller with 26 teams,
and DuBow hopes they will place in
the top ten overall with relaysin the
top eight.Q
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Snow finally arrives at Sugarloaf
BY LARRY BENESH

mid week, but they get lots of traffic on the
weekend. They also have somewhat steep
pitches before filtering out into a long flat
finish.
There is always a great deal of publicity
about the snowfields, but at this point, they
are not in tremendous shape. The gondola

only runs during windless days (a rarity at
the Loaf), and it gets crowded fast. The back
fields is where the better expert skiing tends
to be, but I hiked up there last weekend and
we need at least one more good snow before
they will be open.
Off the gondola, there is always White
Nitro. Make sure your skis are sharp though
because it is usually icy. For beginners and
intermediates who want to make the trip all
the way to the top,Tote Road is your best bet.
Not often skied is Upper Winter's Way,
which has it's share of rocks. You can get
there by taking Narrow Gauge extension and
looking for your first right. I found it appealing last weekend, but not necessarily worth
the gondola lift line.
Tip of the Week: To avoid the crowds,
make your way to King Pine in the morning.
During lunch hours and past 3 p.m., the
Superquad will be a more reasonable option.
If you want to ski the Spillway chairs, when
you near the top of the chairlift ride on King
Pine, turn around and look to your left. From
there, the line for Spillway can be seen.
Feel free to address any questions to
lsbenesh@colby.edu.Q

Adam Westaway '00 had a triple jump of
Sports Editor
44' 4" that was long enough to win the event,
and it qualifid him for both New Englands
The men's indoor track and field team's and ECACs. Tyrone Boucaud '00 sprinted to
four-meet regular season has already wrapped a first place finish in the 55m hurdles with a
up, and the Mules are looking forward to this time of 8.12 seconds. Boucard was also fourth
weekend's upcoming New England Division in the triple jump.
III Championships at MIT. While the team has
Freshman transfer* Dorian Besson comnot placed higher than third in any of their pleted the 800m in 2.01.6 for the win.
Emil Thomann's '00 time of 51.44 placed
meetsthus far this season,Head Coach Barrett
him first in the 400m. He also contributed to
Smith is excited about their performance.
One reason Smith should be excited is the a winning 4x400m relay team of Jason
particularly encouraging achievement of his Frederick '98, Besson and Steve Suomi '97.
Peter Angwenyi '00 placed second in the
first-year team members.
"We have a great first-year class," said 200m. He also had a personal best in his time
Smith.
of 6.76 seconds in the 55m dash. He finished
Freshman competitors were among many second overall. Freshman Adam Schwartz
of the scorers in last week's 40 point output at had a personal best in his second place pole
the Maine State Meet at Bowdoin. The team vault. He qualified for New Englands,
beat out USM but fell short of Bates and NEIAAs and ECACs.
Suomi also had a personal best time in the
Bowdoin.

600m with his third place finish. According to
Smith, he should qualif y for New Englands
and possibly for ECACs.
Will Barron's '00 shot put throw of 44' 3"
placed him third and earned him a personal
best. It also qualified him for New Englands
and ECACs. Jamie Brewster '00 threw the
351b weight throw for 48' 9" and qualified for
New Englands and ECACs.
In the 5K, both Tim Foley '00 and Pete
Gulezian '99 had personal best times.
On Saturday, the Mules will face teams
from about 30 schools, according to Smith.
Smith is not sure what to expect from his
young team, but he is optimistic.
"Basically I'm looking for people to continue to improve. It's been a great season so
far," he said. "I'd like to see them rise to the
occasion. Adam Schwartz and Adam
Westaway could potentially qualif y for the
National Championships."Q

Sports Editor

If you cure a season pass holder or you just
find time to ski a couple days a year, this
column will attempt to update you on snow
conditions and pass on tips for skiing at
Sugarloaf /USA. Obviously because of deadline restraints, the information I provide will
be somewhat dated. The weather and trails
can change drastically over a few days, so
bear in mind that what you read may no
longer be accurate.
After a somewhat trying January, there is
finally plenty of snow at the 'Loaf. Bump
skiing is particularly good. I recommend Ripsaw for those can tolerate the occasional thin
cover.
For skiers who prefer an audience while
they rip the bumps, try Haulback, located
directly underneath the King Pine Chair. The
ruts are quite big, and there are a number of
good lines.
If you are confident and can handle the
narrow,look for the unmarked Misery Whip.
It is the old t-bar line located at the King Pine
Bowl, right in between Widowmaker and

Ramdown. Last weekend it had good sized
bumps. Be carefulthough. Onceyou'rein,if s
not easy to get out because the woods are
thick on both sides. Ski it with a friend.
Understandably, not everyone likes the
bumps. There are plenty of solid cruisers at
Sugarloaf, and the groomers are out there
almost every night. King's Landing and
Hayburner off the Superquad are good bets

Freshmen make contribution to men's track
BY LARRY BENESH

Youn galpine ski team resists misfortu ne
BY BEN LESTER

ability, but we have to become more consisStaff Writer
tent. We can't keep having one strong run and
expect to win. We have to be able to put toIn a season plagued with misfortune, the gether two strong runs in a row.We still haven't
men's and women's alpine ski teams contin- done that," he said.
The men, whofeature three freshman, two
ued to establish themselves as a resilient program on the rise with another encouraging sophomores, along with senior co-captain
finish at the Dartmouth carnival in New Hamp- Dylan Rothwell, have the potential to be a
mainstay in collegiate skiing'selite for years to
shire last weekend.
The men, who lost their co-captain Ken come.
Raiche '98 to a season ending leg injury during
The same can be said for the women,whose
their Christmas Training Camp, raced to an three freshmen and two sophomores continue
eighth place finish in the 14 school field. Brian to make tracks for national prominence. As a
Hanseth's '00 29th place finish in the Giant team, they have placed as high as sixth in both
Slalom and sophomore Craig Bowden's 35th the UNH and UVM carnivals earlier in Januplace finish, also in the GS, paced the mules. ary.
Though the times posted at Dartmouth
The women's team also posted an eighth
improved on their tenth place finish at the place finishatDartmouth.SophomoreMelissa
University of Vermont earlier in the season, Maguire led the Mules with a personal best in
Raiche believes they are capable of doing even the Giant Slalom and a 24th place finish.
better.
Captain Emily Etchells '99 stressed the fact
"Our team is young and it has a lot of that the women too are extremely talented but
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lack maturity. Like Raiche, Etchells believes
that the women can accomplish even more in
the future.
'We have lots of potential, and with a little
more time, I think we can really bust out from
the pack," she said.
Head Coach Mark Godomsky, who has
guided the program since it made the jump to
Division 1 several years ago, seems to agree
with his captains' assessment, and has been
pleased overall with how his skiers have fared
thus far.
"We have had a strong year with both the
women and men. Obviously, we are young,
but we have still managed to place the best that
we have in three years.We have a talented core
of skiers, and I think good thi ngs are going t o
continue to come," he said.
With the Eastern Ski Championships at
Middlebury not too far away, the Mules will
travel to the Williams Carnival this weekend
in search of another positive step to build on.Q
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Nordic ski iea&i
searches for
their peak at
upcoming EISA
Championships
BY ERICA AYERS
Staff Writer

After an inconsistent January, the
men's and women's nordic skiing teams
are looking for a strong finish at the EISA
Championships at Middlebury on February 21-22. The team solidified and honed
their skills during a late December training camp in Canada, however their seemingly imminent success was put on hold
due to illness and inexperience.
Two top women skiers, Ann Duncan
'00 and Darcy Cornell '99 spent much of
the fall recovering from mono and as a
result their midseason performances have
been compromised to some extent At the
Dartmouth Carnival held last weekend,
neither the women's or men's team were
able to race all six skiers as many were
fatigued and sick.
According to both team captains, Jennifer Lane '98 and Josh Keith '97, there
have been few races in which everyone
performs at their peak. Both Lane and
Keith pointed to the team's positive atti*
tude and the intense desire on each team
to achieve personal and team bests.
Lane commented on the leadership of
both Head Coach Jefferson Goethals and
Assistant Coach Tine Klevstad. "Both
coaches have been wonderful. They have
been an extremely positive influences and
have enabled us to achieve both personal
and team goals," said Lane,
. Keith stated that he felt the men's team
has impressed Goethals and Klevstad with
their performance.
"As a very young team, I don't think
Coach Goethals knew what to expect of
us. I don't think that he expected us to do
as well as we have. It's been a great surprise/' said Keith.
Both Lane and Keith feel the squad's
freshman skiers have performed well and
felt that a strong base could be build upon
this year's team.
Goethals commended both his captains
as well as his team's efforts. While the
women have been placing consistently
seventh or eighth, the men have been placing ninth and tenth. Goethals is aiming for
a sixth place finish for the women in the
upcoming championships and a seventh
place finish for the men. According to
Goetha ls, the nord ic and al pine teams have
a st rong chance of placing as high as fifth
overall,if both the alpine and nordic teams
race well.
Goethals pointed to Lane's performance as being highly no tewor t h y.
"Jen has been more consistent this year
than in any other year. She has been skiing
far better than any year prior. She has
broken into t he t op 30 recen tly an d is
finding herself closer and closer to breaking into the top 20. Having Jen ski well is
crucial to the team's success," he said.
Goethals also mentioned the strong
skiing of Heather Bend "97;
"Heather has improved dramatically
in classical skiing. She has performed well
enough to be seated in t he top 3Q. these
next few races should be grea t for Hea t her
and I'm expecting her to do well."
On t he men's t eam , Goet hals prai sed
the leadership of Keith .
"Josh has had an unbelievable season.
He has never [cross-country] skied before
and ior someone with no experience to dp
this well is amazing. He has been the top
finisher at least twice, Josh has been a
motivating and inspirational force on this

year 's tea m .," he said.Q
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Bring back the cow's head?
BY LARRY BENESH
Sports Editor

For my inaugural column, I'm
discussing a Colby sports event
thatisquitepld. But what the Mules
did during January by defeating
the Bowdoin hockey team for the
season sweep was something that
isalso rather new.We haven't done
that in the last iew d ecades,and it
felt good for those of us lucky
enough to see the game.
. One of the best,parts of the 5-1
stompingwasthefaictfhat the teams
decided their own=Me..Qur fans
did not manage to penalize the
home team by the usual chucking
of fruit onto the ice at every possible point. Dan Lavergne '97 was
able to school several opponents
and slipthe puckpagt the goalie for
the final goal v^^jf ^j ^gfSos ^
himself to a cascade- pf oranges,
apples, and cows' heads,, and we
never playedshorthandedbecause
of such inane celebrating.
' f Although the fan's maturity

compared to previousyears should
be applauded,it did seem that many
Colby fans did not understand the
significance of the game. One side
of the bleachershad to be provoked
to stand up, and at times we were
quieter than the library on a Saturday night.
We could, and should have been
muchlouder.Bowdoinshoulddread
playing us,and if you areonly going
to exhaust your vocal chords one
night a year,that ought tobe the one.
Let's face it, the ticket situation
was awful. There was hardly any
publicity about when tickets were
going tobe available,and one dorm
was even told the wrong day they
were to be issued.
There was the usual petty politics of finding a ticket. My roommate called the athletic office to find
out if there were any still available,
and he was told to ask around in the
Mary Low/Foss area. Does that
sound a little odd to anyone? The
afternoon of the game, Security released some more tickets, and not

surprisingly it was students who
work at Security and their friends
whomostlybenefited from thislate
breaking news.
Next year,why don't weput up
a sign someplace other than a
couple doors in the athletic center.
The student center, the street, and
the dining halls seem like logical
places to me. If we charged a dollar
for every ticket and donated the
proceeds to a local charity or club
sports, we might discourage the
usual plundering of tickets by athletic center employees. It certainly
wouldn't hurt the attendance,and
we could make the system a little
bit fairer to all the fans.
Thanks to the team for making
all of the pregame confusion worthwhile. We had a shaky first thirty
seconds,but we reboundedquickly
and seemed to put them away psy-^
chologically by the end of the first
period. Regardless of the outcome
of rest of the season,the Mules put
on a performance that this fan will
not soon forget.Q
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BY RYAN MAYHUGH

In one instance,the injury plague
Asst. Sports Editor
seems a tad ridiculous. After all, the
people playing in these games are
the world's best athletes. They are
A man emerges froma room, his
some of the strongest, fastest, and
right knee wrapped with a bandage.
He walkswithaslightlimpaithough
most physically fit people in the
world and yet they still suffer from
he gets across the floor without the
turf toe?
aid of a crutch or cane. He grimaces
But when you give this more
in pain whenever he puts pressure
on the injured knee.
thought,injuries make perfect sense.
"How does it feel?" asks a worWe've all seen highlights of boneried observer.
crushing hits in football or hockey
and high speed collisions in base"It's seen better day?/' the man
ieplies.
ball or basketball. Ifs a wonder these
"Well, can you still go?" asks
athletes are walking around with
all of their limbs attached.
another observer. Everyone in the
room wanted to ask the very same
Athletes take a risk when they
question but all were afraid of the
decide to play a sport. Many hope to
answer that awaited them.
play well enough in high school to
"Yeah, I'll go. Hey, no pain, no
earna Division I scholarship and then
gain, right?"
turn pro. Underclassmen in college
Everyone in the room celebrates.
who make the leap into the pros beThis man was a warrior. He was
fore they graduate are merely using
going to brave the pain for the good That is, if they can stay healthy.
common sense.One freakkneeinjury
In football,and in just about any and suddenly they find themselves
of the team.
The team in this case was the sport for that matter, that's a big if. greeting people at Wal Mart instead
Nichols family. The man in the story If Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen of spending their signing bonus.
was Grandpa,who tripped over one bumped knees and were both lost
Nevertheless, the games conoi the kids' Tickle Me Elmo dolls on for the season, the Boston Celtics tinue. Players keep getting better
his way to the bathroom and banged would suddenly become a more in- and fans continue to marvel at these
his knee on the wall. Without timidating team than the Bulls.
athletes who pull off seemingly imThe
reason
injuries
are
so
devasGrandpa, the spiritual leader of the
possible feats on a daily basis.
group, the Nichols family vacation tating is because of their randomInjuries remind sports fans evwould be ruined. Even despite the ness. A coach can prepare for the erywhere that these athletes are still
exhausting day at Disney Land that opposition's offense, defense and in fact human. Rand y Johnson can
awaited them, Grandpa was will- pregame warm up if he or she throw a baseball just under 100miles
wanted. But inj uries are impossible per hour, but put a blister on his
ing to take one for the team.
v*
And what is this delightful story to predict and therefore impossible pitching hand and he has to call in
sick to work.Q
doing in the Sports section of the to prepare for.
newspaper? Give me a chance. All
you have to do is change the characters.
The Tickle Me Elmo doll is AllPro linebacker Kevin Greene of the
Carolina Panthers, Grand pa is
played by MVP Brett Favre and instead of going to Disney Land, the
Nichols' (replaced by the Packers)
are going to the Super Bowl.
Luckily for Green Bay fans,Favre
was healthy for this year's Super
Bowl. And with many of their key
players returning for the 1997 season, the Packers will be the preseason favorite to win it all again.
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John Hebert '97

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

and.
John
team this
Anybpciiy who has watched the Colby men's basketballHebert
captain
semorg^^d
important
'97
I year kncw^how
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. irv the Males' 76-69 victory over _-val; $pwdoin fest Wednesday and
adding;another 16 in their 77-71 win Over Trinity on Friday, Hebert
explbcJferffpr 28 points, including five buckets from beyond the arch, in
Colby 79-65triumph over Weisleyan on Saturday. For the season,Hebert
is averaging^ 14.8 points per game, 3.7 rebounds, 2.6 assists and is
shooting 91 percent from the free throw line.

Peter Bowden '98
of
During-January, Bow<|^#amember the Colby men's swimming
team, broke three CblbyiSckstroke ya_rdb. His time for the 50 yard
yard
backstroke was 26,08 secMds, and he completed the 100
yard event in
54.94 seconds. His tim^^iijfhe 200 yard backstroke was 2.00.1. At
, Middlebury hebroke t^^»^cordfor the 50and 100
backstroke.
he
sha|&^^^^^>rwichpool record in the 200 yard
The nex^di&y
1.
^backstroke. 6wden ^^^^^^ ggedthia.year
to qualify for New^^lands in
hel^^fl^^^Mn
J'all six events^at
J ^^^'

Bowdolt^d USM. *pl» ^to^^^^^ B^nts ,placing
second in threemore,and mrljii fM
Pomerleau
off the
won the long jump with a leaM)M&TO^
National qualifier. She won th^^^lilp^p^^^^i^J^ffl^secondsShe
, and
had another National qualif y ing t n^ow!d||ii|TOp^f»|kot put.
is
currently ranked third nationally in the snp^dbt^ '</j/
v

Sarah Molly '97
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Moll y has come a long way as a squash play^r 'ahtce she came to
Colby four years ago.Molly, who took up the sport; wi\c\\she arrived on
10
as a
Mayflower Hill, hj|%:^||
|e4i?;?:|? ^rom the No. slot she occupied
freshman to tl](^j| |^§^^^por par$hcjf this year. She went 5-2 at No.
convincing
1and is a dc^ii^
wins
and
over top p laylplrom Bov|pi.^^
Marshall.
Head Coach Erica Silbersher has hdttiiiw'tcd Molly for the Ann Wetzel
Award,which goes to a senior who started squash in college and has had
a successful career.
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BY LARRY BENESH
Sports Editor

Led by the senior stand out Barb
Gordon and the return of Meaghan
Sittler '98 who missed four games in
January due to a trip to China with
the national team, the women's
hockey team has clinched a playoff
spot for the ECAC tournament. The
Mules are currentlyin seventh place
in the league, but are battling for
position with Princeton, Cornell,
and Dartmouth, according to Head
Coach Jen Holsten.
"We know we are in the playoffs ," she said. "We want to get as
high as we can in the standings."
Gordon leads the nation in scoringwith25goals and22 assists.Sittler
Echo photo by Tanya Semels
has added 19 goals and 22 assists,
Meaghan Sittler '98 (16) scores against Dartmouth as
despite missing four games. The two
teammate Barbara Gordon '97 (24) looks on.
of them combined for 20 points over
last weekend's home games against

Without top two players-, men's
squash struggling to find rhythm
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

The year, after several of a
team's topplayersarelosttograduationis.usually dubbed a "rebuilding" season . Th e Colby men's
squash team is currently experiencing such a season; but graduation has not been the problem: students studying abroad has.
^DaVe Dodwell '98; the squads
No,1player and captain,was with
tlj ie team, for its first few matches
before winter break but chose to
spend second semester studying
at the University of Edinburgh in
' - , -- .
Scotland.
The Mules' No. 2 player , Taylor Smith '98,who is a lso a cap ta in,
chose to spend second semester
studying at Hampshire College.
The loss of these two p layers
caused the team all sorts of problems in the month of January.
Colby 's lone win of the month
came against Vassar in the West
Point Tournament. The Mules won
5-4 after losing a match of the same

score to Fordham earlier in the tournament.
Last Friday, Colby fell to CBB
rival Bates by a score of 7-2. This
Saturday, the Mules will host fell ow CBB r ival . Bowdoin , who
blanked Colby 9-0 when the two
teams met on J anuary 11.
The loss of their two top players
has been too much f or the Mul es to
overcome,according to HeadCoach
Fred Brus&el. --: \ '*' * <¦ v- s - •"You can absorb losing one
player of that caliber, but you can't
lose two of your captains," said
Brussel.
Everyp layer on the team lias been
forced to move up and play a t a level
thattheyarenotused to. Geoff Bennett
"97, who is the other team's captain,
sat out the first part oftheseason with
a knee injury but has returned to'action in the month of January.
Andy N iner '99 finished the first
part of the season with an impressive 7-1 mark at the No. 4 slot. In the
absence of Dodwell and Smith,however, Niner has moved into the No.
3 slo t and ha s s t rugg led aga ins t

stiffer competition.
'Tt doesn't sound like a lot, but
ifs a whole different level " said
Brussel.
With a record of 6-12, it would
be quite a surprise for the Mules to
repeat as C Flight Champions for
the third straightyear. The Tournament will be held at Princeton on
February 21-23. A year ago, Colby
finished withaNo.17Nationalrank¦
¦ •• '- - " ,
'
ing. ' - " - :
"There's a lot of frustration in
the team, and everyone had such
high hopes in the beginning of the
season," said Brussel. "I think a lot
of people were surprised that [both
Dodwell and Smith! went away."
The good news about this rebuilding season is that Dodwell,
Smith and other strong players will
return for the 1997-98 campaign.
Brussel has high hopes for his team
next season.
"Next year we should win Most
Improved Team," said Brussel.
"And we should be in the B category which is a major step up f or
this program."Q
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Dartmouth and Boston College.
"Meaghan is coming back into
form. She had a lot of traveling and
it took her a while to come back in
stride," Holsten said. "Barb and
Meaghan really feed off each other.
They are one of the most potent
lines in all of women's hockey."
The team is currently 9-8 overall
and 8-8in the ECAC.Last weekend's
4-3 win over Dartmouth was their
first victory over the Big Green in 12
years.
"The Dartmouth game was a big
win. In early January they beat us [42] with an empty net goal with one
second remaining/' said Holsten.
The Mules also defeated Boston
College 7-3 on February 9.
"It wasn't much of a game,"said
Holsten. 'They got a couple late
goals on us."
According to Holsten, the most
significant part of the team's sched-

ule is yet to come. Holsten has made
some changes to try to fortif y her
second and third lines.
'We moved Cary Charlebois '97
back to giveus some leadership on the
second line. Before wehad threefreshman on the second line,"said Holsten.
One apparent weakness on the
team is that they only have three
defenseman.
"We're the only team in the
league rotating three defenseman.
Every other team has gone to four or
six. We're really happy with the
way. they've been playing," said
Holsten. "They're playing to the
maximum of their potential."
Goalie Marie Polichronopoulos
'97 has played well in big games,
according to Holsten.
"She'sbeen relatively healthy all
year. She played outstanding in the
UNH game. She plays well when
she gets a lot of shots," she said.Q

BY MIKE GALLANT

put this season is 41' 6".
Other event winners included
Faith Anderson '00 who had a jump
of 5' 1" in the high jump, and captain Julie Lynch '97 in the 600 with a
time of 1:44. Meredith Coulson '99
won the triple j ump with a leap of
32' 8". Amanda Ganong '00 had a
winning time of 27.24 in the 200.
The 4x200relay team of Ganong,
KathrynLaRochelle '00,Pomerleau,
and Lynch also won their event and
are now ranked third in New England. The 4x400 relay team of
Jeannine Bergquist '00, Fran Berry
'98, La"Rochelle, and Lynch came
right down to the wire for their victory with an outstanding kick by
Lynch. Lynch also anchored the
4x200 team.
Coach Aitken exulted in the
team's performance.
"We had an incredible day.
Nearly everyone had their best day
of the season thus far," she said.
"We're a very close team, we
have great freshmen , and everyone
gets into the meets and performs
well, which makes it exciting. We
step up to the good competition.
And, also, we beat Bowdoin." said
Pomerleau.
Patterson added that the team
really has a lot of depth, and some
great firstryear throwers.
"We get along really well," she
said.
This season the women have lost
to only Spr ing field, who is ranked
first in New England,and Williams,
who is in the top four overall. Colby
is ranked approximatel y fifth in
N ew Eng land.
The Mules travel to Bowdoin
next week for Division III New
Englands, and has twenty-two athletes qualified to compete.Q

Women's track beats
Bowdoin, Bates at
Maine State Meet
Staff Writer

Last Friday night the women's
track team traveled to the annual
State of Maine Meet to compete
against Bates, USM, and rival
Bowdoin College. What could have
been a close meet with Bowdoin and
Bates turned out to be a sound beating. Colby demolished the competition,scoring 221 points to Bowdoin's
164 points, Bates' 121, and USM's 12
points. Head Coach Deb Aitken
called the Mules' effort an incredible
performance, with many competitors scoring personal bests.
Senior captain Kara Patterson
highlighted the team's performance
by not only winning the 5000,but by
running a provisional time for Nationals in 17:43. That time puts her
first in New England by 40 seconds
and ranks her second in the nation.
"I planned to run 43 second splits
[per 200 meters]," said Patterson,
"but ran under that the whole way."
Patterson qualified for Nationals in the 1500 two weeks ago.
Captain Cind y Pomerleau '97
put on a stellar show by winning
three individual events,p lacing second in three, and running on the
winning 4x200 relay. Pomerleau
won the long jump with a leap of 16'
5" which is only five inches off of
the National qualifier. She won the
55 meter hurdles in 9.20 seconds,
and had another National qualifying throw of 41' 3" in the shot put.
She is currently ranked third nationally in the shot put.
"I missed competi ng in Nationals by one spot last year," said
Pomerleau, "but I'm happy to be
consistently throwingin the40's this
year." Her personal best for the shot
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Tea rin g it up!

Hebert, Black lead men's
basketball to 17-2 record

Echo photo by Emily Zlatin
Andy Black '97 goes up f o r two against Wesleyan.

BY KAJIEN BLAISDELL
Staff Writer

If you were not on campus during Jan Plan, you missed a lot of
excitingColby men'sbasketball action. According to Head Coach
Dick Whitmore, the team has far
exceeded expectations and are one
of very few teams in the country
with two or less losses. They currently have a remarkable record of

17-2.
"We are very proud of the team
They are a very hard working anc
committed team," said Whitmore.
The Mules are led by co-captain!
John Hebert '97 and Andrew Blacl
'97. Hebert leads the team with ar
impressive 55 three-pointers, while
Black is the leading scorer anc
rebounder. James Spidle '99 is a kej
player coming off the bench and i;
see BASKETBALLon p age 16

Chemistry comes together
for women's hoops team
BY ELLEN PIGNATELLA
Staff Writer
After suffering a close loss to
10th ranked Trinity and then securing a tremendous victory over
Wesleyan this past weekend, the
Colby women'sbasketball team continues to confirm its position as a
top ten New England team.
On Friday night, the Mules
hosted a strong Trinity team with a
record of 12-2. Despite the impressive play of Erin Cole-Karagory '00
who had 18 points and nine rebounds, the Mules were defeated
64-58. Other key contributors in this
game were captain Lynn Kenoyer
'97 (nine points, three assists) and
Jen Freese '00 (eight points, three
Echo photo by Michele Weber
rebounds).
Erin Cole-Karagory '00 lets one f ly.
"It was a disappointment . It was
a game which could have and should Hamilton, and endured a tough 69- option would be the ECAC tournahave been Won, but we played ten- 66 loss to Amherst. On January 24, a ment,which includes teams that are
tatively," said Head Coach Tricia previously unranked Colby team ranked No. 9 through No. 16.
Next weekend, the team has a
O'Brien
posted a convincing 89-63 win over
The Mules returned on Satur- fourth ranked Middlebury to be- busy schedule as it playsthree games
day to defeat Wesleyan by a large come a top ten New England team. in four days. The Mules host Thomargin of 77-38.
The Mules continued to domi- mas College on Friday night,return
"Against Wesleyan, we were nate the following weekend. They on Saturday for another home game
able to enjoy our team's chemistry. defeated Bates,another top ten team against Connecticut College, and fiWe used the game to regroup and on January 30 by a margin of 81-65. nally travel to University of New
O'Brien attributes the team's suc- England on Monday.
relieve some pressure," said
O'Brien declared that the key to
cess to a smooth mixture of seniors
O'Brien.
Cole-Karagory again played ex- and freshmen, fantastic chemistry, success during such a busy week
will be the team's ability to stay
tremely well,shooting 11for 17from and balanced scoring.
the field and tying her career high of
As the season draws to a close in focused mentally and receive
early March, the Mules are striving enough rest physically. Kenoyer is
25 points.
During the month of January, towards postseason play. Currently optimistic about the upcoming three
the team found great success and ranked seventh, Colby needs to re- games.
"We need to play them as if they
became a top ten New England team. main one of the top eight teams in
Early in the month, the Mules de- New England in order to play in the were top teams, but hopefully we
feated Brandeis, Union , and NCAA tournament. Their second will win all three," she said. ?

Men's hockey dazzles in Jan., stumbles in Feb
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Asst. Sports Editor

For many students on the Colby campus,
Jan Plan represents a new beginning. First
semester classes are a distant memory and
the forgiving schedule allows students to relax and just have fun.
That is exactly what the Colby m en 's
hockey team did during the month of January. After losing to Plattsburgh St. 5-1 in their
firs t game of the new year and watching their
record drop to 4-4, the Mules launched on an
ei ght game unbea ten streak and returned as a
dominant power in the ECAC.
Included in the 7-0-1 run was a convincing
5-1 win over arch rival Bowdoin in front of a
full house at Alfond Arena. This season marks
the first time since the 1967-68 campaign that
the Mules have swept their in-sta te rivals in
the two regular season match-ups.
"I fe lt t ha t every team we played against
in the month of January were teams we could
compete with land bealj ," said Head Coach
Jim Tortorella. "The whole month was a positive."
However,all good t hings must come to an
end an d Colby's rise to t he top came to an
abrupt halt this ' past >weekehd. Tlie -Mules

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Cap tain Todd McGovern '97 attacks in Colby's 4-3 loss to Middlebury.
played host to two of the top Division III
teams in the country, Norwich Academy and
Middlebury. The P anthers beat the Mules in
the open ing round of the NCAAs a year ago
as the first step in their climb to the National

Championship.
Colby fell behind early in its game again st
Norw ich , but a Jod y Eid t '97 short han ded
goal late in the second period cut t he v isitors'
lead to 3-2. Norwich , boon answered with a

goal of its own and added another before the
period was over as it sailed to a 8-3 victory.
"I think in the Norwich game we struggled
a little bit in goal and [that] didn't give us a
chance to win," said Tortorella.
The Mules, now trying to avoid a sweep,
faced off against the Panthers the following
afternoon. Thanks in large part to the
goaltending of Scott Bonnell '98,Colby trailed
by on ly one goal after two periods. Jody Eidt
'97 tied the game at 2-2 with a high wrist shot
into the upper left hand corner of the net with
five minutes gone in the third period.
With approximately ten minutes left in
the game, Colby took a 3-2 lead with a power
play goal. Nick Lamia '97 skated in from the
point and converted a Darren Blauert '97 pass
to put the Mules on top.
As was typical of the weekend however,
things didn 't go Colby 's way for long. The
Panthers swatted in a bouncing puck to tie
the game an d then scored aga in a minu t e la ter
to take a 4-3 lead.
Colby con ti nued to apply pressure an d
neaily tied t he game with un d er a m inute
remaining, but Dan Lavergne's '97 shot hit
the crossbar and the Mules found themselves
on t he shor t end of a one goal game for t he
¦see HOCKEYon p age 16

